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12 die in TA as Hamas terror strikes again
Peres:

Israel will

hit at

terrorists

anywhere
RAINE MARCUS
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IDF soldier

wounded on

northern

border
DAVID RUDGE

0
AT least one IDF soldier

was .reported seriously

wounded in clashes in

south Lebanon last night,

after an apparent attempt

by terrorists to infiltrate

into Israel.

The dashes occurred af-

ter gunmen opened fire

from the Lebanese ride of

die border at troops on rou-

tine patrol near from Kib-

butz Manara in Upper
Galilee.

The reports said the three

Lebanese civilians had been

wounded when an fflumina-

tion shell crashed cm their

:
home in a village inside the

security zone.

K correct, the reported

infiltration would be the

first in several years.

By late last night, no or-

ganization had claimed re-

sponsibility for tbe attack al-

though it was believed to

have been carried out by a

Palestinian rejectionist

group operating in coordL

nation with Hizbullah.
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A LONE suicide bomber deto-
nated a 20-kilogram nail bomb
in the heart of Tel Aviv adja-
cent to the packed Dizengoff
Center at 4:04 p.m. yesterday,

killing 12 people, including

four youths, and injuring 209.

;
By midnight last night, the

names of tbe victims had not
yet been released.

. Prime Minister Shimon
Peres said Israel would strike at

Islamic fundamentalist bomb-
ers anywhere to ensure the per-

sonal security of its citizens.

;
“We will go to any corner

where this terror has taken

root,” Peres said in a statement
after an emergency cabinet

meeting. “What I needed to

spell out, 1 did. What I didn't

think I should specify I didn't,"

he said in reply to question

whether the army could now
re-enter Palestinian areas.

Religious Affairs Minister Shi-

mon Sbetreet said “Unequivocally

yes," when asked on television if

the IDF now claimed the right to

operate in areaA areas- die main
WestBank towns and much of tbe

Gaza Strip under Arafat's control.

“One thing is dean.the IDF has

the freedom to operate in tbe ‘A'

zone...there are no restrictions,”

he said." ..

Top US officials were mean-
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Emergency rescue workers and security forces at the scene of yesterday's suicide bomb attack at Dizengoff Center.

while called to the White House
yesterday to develop a strategy for

helping Israel deal with continuing

terrorist attacks. Associated Press

reported.

In advance of the session, US
officials said Israel is Sleety to be
given more information about ter-

ror groups, especially Hamas. It

has daimed four suicide bombings
in tbe last nine days.

“My assessment of dealing with

terrorist forces is that a key to

success is getting
'
good intelli-

gence. so the primary emphasis, I

would thmk,” would be helping in

that area. Defense Secretary Wil-

liam Perry said.

Hundreds of people lit fires and
stoned can in a protest outside the

Defense Ministry during the emer-
gency cabinet meeting-

-

The growing crowd, shouting

demands for Peres to resign, also

chanted “Death to Arabs” and
held up signs reading “Peres
promises and gives us a new Mid-
dle East^dreoched in blood.”
AmijktaQs for revenge and war

cue protester jumped on top of'r
van. waving a Palestinian flag. Po-
lice tried to remove him as he was

about to set fire to the flag. Tbe
protester fell and was carried away
in a stretcher.

Channel 1 estimated the size of
the crowd gathered at the ministry

rar between 700 and 800. It'said

police arrested some 30 protesters.

A Labor Party office in south

Tel Aviv was torched last night.

There was considerable damage
but no casualties.

The bomber, a member of Ha-
mas's Izzadin Kassem terrorist or-
ganization, had strapped tbe bomb
to his body, and according to po-
lice intended to enter the shopping
mall to kill and maim even more
people on the eve of Purim.
The terrorist, whose identity has

not yet been definitely confirmed,
blew himself up as he crossed the
main Dizengoff/King George in-

tersection, between Hapoalim and
Leumi banks, just as the traffic

fights turned red.

Police said that two policemen
were guarding the doorway he
wished to enter, and therefore he
decided to take no chances and
detonated the bomb as be crossed
the crowded street.

Although Tel Aviv police chief
Cmdr. Gabi Last said there could
be no consolation considering tbe
numbers of killed and wounded in

the attack, hundreds would have
been slaughtered if he had suc-
ceeded in getting into tbe massive
mall.

U
I dread to think what could

have happened if a bomb of such a
size would have blown up inside
the Center," he said, “We had no
definite warnings that a terrorist

attack would be carried out in Tel
Aviv, but as during every holiday
we were on full alert

”

Yesterday's attack signified a
new style of bombing - while po-
lice said they expected a bus
bomber or a booby trapped car,

they did not anticipate a
pedestrian.

Police said they had been posted
at main shopping malls around the
rity and at crowded public places

following intelligence information
that suicide bombers may operate
there.

Immediately after the bombing
-which damagedsome of the Cen-
ter and surrounding stores, cafes

and banks — massive forces of po-
lice, border police, soldiers. GSS
agents, Magen David Adorn

(Continued on Page 9)

Arafat: We have arrested

the bombers’ recruiter
THE Palestinian Authority raided

a teacher's college in RamaBah
Sunday night and arrested Mo-
hammed Mustafa Abu Wardah,
PA President Yasser Arafat told

diplomats in Gaza yesterday.

Aba Wardah was the “recruit-

er” of tbe suicide bombers in tire

two attacks in Jerusalem over the

last week, as well as the attack in

Gaza.
Twenty others were also report-

edly arrested in the raid, which

DAVID MAKOVSKY

was coordinated with Israeli

authorities.

Abu Wardah is a relative of

Majdi Abu Wardah. last week’s

Jerusalem suicide bomber. Until

now, Arafat has not admitted that

tenor attacks have originated in

territories under PA control.

General Security Service chief

Ami Ayalon confirmed to the

Knesset Foreign Affairs and De-

fense Committee that Arafat had
made arrests in the Ramallah area.

Arafat also said that, in the last

few days, he has arrested four of
the 13 people on Israel's list of

most wanted Hamas terrorists.

A source close to Arafat said he
is concerned that unless he takes

decisive action, there is a risk the

entire agreement with Israel will

unravel. “He knows that be can-

not have it both ways.” avoiding

(Continued on Page 2)
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No time for despair
HOW many times can innocence

die? For one child with a white

tulle dress and face painted pink
THOMAS

for Purim, yesterday was the first

time. On a sunny spring after-

noon, she sobbed her eyes out and dung to a dazed

teenager beside Ya’acov Agam’s Fire and Water
sculpture on Dizengoff Circle.

Tbe children seemed frozen while everyone else

raced wildly in a& directions. It was just a few minutes
after...!

Thank God that child was one still alive to ay.
The stink ofexplosives still hung in the air. Fire and

water, fire and tears, blood and terror.

The whimsy of Agam’s art, winch Tel Avhdans
loved to love or to hate, is itself no more - yesterday

was Tel Aviv's second baptism offire and death in this

Oslo process without peace.

If is 16 months since Tel Aviv's innocence - some
would say complacency -was blasted away in Dizen-

goff, mi bus No. 5. Tel Aviv may have been the last

place in lose! where innocence was deemed a virtue.

It came from a belief that whatever the argument

about who owns Jerusalem, the Golan, or Hebron,

everyone knows who owns the first Jewish city, tbe

center of modem Jewish culture, the soda! and eco-

nomic, laboratory of Israel's future.

- The assumption was Tel Aviv was immune- Even
the fanatics would accept Tel Aviv as an Israeli city,

out ofdm contest. What a dangerous fallacy that has

proved to be.

The thunderous roar at 9 a.m. on October 20, 1994

changed all that, ntteriy, andfor good. Tbe immediate

Stoned silencewas one ofpalpable disbelief, as if the

horrified watchers were collectively wilting the tan-

gled wreck of the bus to go away, somewhere, any-

where, but oat of Dizengoff.

The streets were cleaned, the glass repaired, the

bos stop moved, the crowds returned. But normality

was gone.

Every day, we regulars stand at the bus stop oppo-

site the Dizengoff Tivoli Cafe and tbe low black

pedestal commemorating the 22 who died mi bus No.

5. We catch No. 5, around4 p.m. The pillarof victims’

names nestles against a tree, whose shattered

branches missed last spring hot are flourishing now.

Every day, the memorii reminded us all that Di-

zengoff was a target and remains a target We hang

COMMENT
THOMAS O’DWYER

theories, like rabbits' feet, around
our necks. “The bombers always

’DWYER
attack in the morning,'’ one tells a

UYVTcn
partner worried about the regular

afternoon bus ride. Bang goes an-

other rabbit’s fooL

Daily Dizengoff is a mildly pleasant routine, quick-

ly taken for granted - lots of bookshops, food, trees,

musicians, cafes. Lots of youngsters heading to or

from tbe Center or Hard Rock Cafe.

Dizengoff Center was made for idle innocent plea-

sures. daily routine, somewhere to escape that heavy

stuff of politics and peace processes. Not a place to go
and yell slogans.

But when the shadow of the valley of death passes

over, Dizengoff is one of the most sinister of places. It

is.a darkness that sucks in the whole land of Israel, for

if the enemy can put this oh so normal place out of

bounds, where is our home any more?
Inside the Center after the bomb, it was astounding

bow far die damage had spread - glass everywhere,

dislocated roofs, wrecked cafes, panicky security

guards creating confusion by screaming at everyone in

sight to go here, go there, come back from there, and

being screamed at to go to hell. One guard doggedly

continued to check handbags at a wrecked entrance.

They say the odds are shortening when dangers

come off die news bulletins to affect someone you

know or some place nearby, and then it’s time to take

care, whether it’s AIDS, or car crashes, or terrorism.

Journalists live in news bulletins, so the rules must

be different - their innocence dies young.

But the first time I drove into a bombing, in 1970.

skidding a car to a halt as the center of the city of

Newry in Northern Ireland disintegrated before my
eyes, I was only a tourist.

The firet was tbe same as all the rest - the acrid air,

die eerie slence, the rising screams and shouts. The
smell of death comes faster than the ambulance.

Is there anything to be said that hasn’t been?

Probably not. As long as there is one group out

there that thinks Israel has no right to exist, this is

what we have, and it is no time to surrender to

despair.

It is no time to give up our bus. or our Dizengoff, or

our Tel Aviv.

For if we do, we may as well forget our Jerusalem

and our Israel.
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Leading international financial institutions consistently applaud the First International Bank on its

outstanding performance.
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No decision on full-scale

strike into PA territory

Peres: We must remain focused

• SEVERAL unpublished security measures
were decided upon at an emergency cabinet

session last night, but the cabinet did not
decide to launch a full-scale strike inside Pal-

-,estmian territories.

An official inside the Prime Minister’s Of-
.fice said last night the thrust of the decision

was to warn the Palestinian Authority that if

*they did not strike against Hamas, Israel

would do so.

The cabinet agreed on the establishment of

an inter-agency emergency task force, to be

coordinated by General Security Service chief

.Ami Ayalon, which would be empowered to

designate those tenor targets not being han-

dled by Palestinian Authority. Also represen-

ted on the panel will be the IDF and the police.

DAVID MAKOVSKY

The establishment of such a body has been

pushed for 10 days by Industry and Trade

Minister Micha Harish.

It was clear from the meeting that a full-

scale attack is not in the cards. “We don’t

want the PLO to return to terror, Israel to

return to the intifada, and the suicides to

continue,” Pexes said. “We need to remain

focused."

Religious Affairs Minister Shimon Shetreet

said the cabinet decided to hit targets once it is

clear they are not being handled by the PA.

Another minister said the IDF would have a

“free hand," apparently to operate inside PA
territory, but would avoid conflict with the

Before entering the meeting, both Housing

Minister Binyamin Ben-Eliezer and Health

Minister Ephraim Sneh called for retaliatory

strikes.

Peres told reporters that Israel would “go into

every corner," wherever the suicide bombers

may be, but would not elaborate whether this

would include areas under full PA control.

He said the homes of relatives of suicide

bombers would be demolished today, and said

there bad already been some administrative

detention.

After the late night press conference at the

Defense Ministry in Tel Aviv, Peres went to

see President Ezer Weizman to brief him on

the cabinet decisions.

‘Military action against

Hamas would have high price’
IF Israel decides to fa ice military

action against Hamas and Islamic

Jihad activists in Palestinian-

ruled areas, it would likely be

forced to pay a high price, as the

Palestinian Authority’s forces

would be drawn into the dash,

anti-terrorism expert Yigal Gar-

mon said yesterday.

“You cannot fight Hamas with-

out fighting the Palestinian Au-

thority. It is the wall that keeps us

from acting against the Hamas, it

is a formula for a total disaster,

and all hell is likely to break

loose. If we do their job, then we
will be facing Palestinian police-

men. and it is inevitable they

won't stand by," said Carmon, a

former adviser to the prime min-

ister on combatting terrorism

He said Yasser Arafat would

oppose Israeli actions in his terri-

tory because it would compro-

mise his authority and “he would

be left with nothing.”

Leaders from both the Left and

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

Right have called for an open war

against Islamic militants. Prime

Minister Shimon Peres said,

again, that Israel has a variety of

measures and will not hesitate to

use them. But he refused to say

what means the government is

going to use to fight terror.

It was inevitable that Israel’s

intelligence network suffered

from the withdrawal from territo-

ries. And it is also inevitable that

any attempt to return, even in

limited military actions, will bring

IDF troops face to face with the

Palestinian police. Cannon said.

Former chief of general staff

Dan Shannon said it was a mis-

take to believe that a strong Pal-

estinian Authority force would
help Israel defeat Islamic terror.

“If we want to reasonably re-

duce the possibility of suicide

bombers, there is no choice but to

return the intelligence to the ter-

Peres won’t give up
Defense portfolio

SARAH HONIG

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres is

not giving up the Defense portfolio

or giving any consideration to pro-

posals that an emergency security

cabinet be set up to combat terror-

ism, Defense Ministry Spokesman

Avner Benayaho said.

A proposal for an emergency

cabinet was made by the Likud’s

Ariel Sharon. It came without the

consent of the Likud leadership

and generated angry reactions to-

ward Sharon inside the party.

While the cabinet was still in

session, and as demonstrations

raged outside the Defense Minis-

try, Peres sent Benayahu to an-

nounce that he was not dealing

with political issues, or giving

consideration to a portfolio re-

shuffle or emergency cabinet.

Peres was reported livid be-

cause of media speculation about

bis turning Defense over to For-

eign Minister Ehud Barak, who
would in turn band his portfolio

to Interior Minister Haim Ra-

mon. Reports spoke of a meet-

ing, after the Dizengoff blast, of

Barak, Ramon, and Minister

Yossi Beilin, who recommended

the reshuffle to Peres as a means

of increasing the public’s confi-

dence in the government

Peres is reported incensed by

the suggestion that he cannot

cope with the country’s security

needs. A reshuffle would be an

admission of failure, it is said

around him, and Peres will not

countenance that For the same

reason, he cannot accept the

emergency cabinet suggestion.

Sharon proposed that “for a

limited period, such as a year, an

emergency cabinet be set up for

the single purpose of combatting

terrorism and defending the citi-

zens of Israel The entire nation

would be united in this fight" .

He said the cabinet would be

headed by Feres, but would in-

clude opposition military and se-

curity experts, such as himself.

Highly-placed Likud sources

said they were surprised by Shar-

on’s proposal, which had not

been dismissed with any senior

Likud figure, much less received

anyone's blessing. The sources

termed Sharon’s proposal “irre-

sponsible."

In deep sorrow we announce the passing of our dear

mother, grandmother and great-grandmother

BESSIE ADA KAUFMANN
n6e Nochomowttz

formerly of Cape Town, South Africa

The funeral will take place today, Tuesday, March 5, 1996

(Adar 14,5756), at 4 p.m. atMoshavTimorim

Hazel and Herbert Gatto and family

Cora Newman and family

With deep sorrow we mourn the sudden passing of our beloved mother,

grandmother and great-grandmother

BESS (Nana) GOLDMAN
n6e Sherman

We will gather at the Herdiya Cemetery on Tuesday, March 5, 1996, at 11 am.

Daughter
Daughter.

Grandson:

Granddaughter.

Grandson:

Granddaughter

Grandson:

Great-grandchildren:

Carole and Sonny Altstock, Israel

Frances Pansier and Laura MenlchetU. U.SA
Rom and HHa Altstock, Israel

Dorset and Tzafrir Katz, Israel

Jeff and Tammle Pansier, U.SA
Talya and Rick Strofick, Israel

Greg and Jamie Panster, U.SA
Uat, Jordan, Eilah, Roy, Mitchel, Bethany,

Arlanna, Jordan

Arafat pledges to fight terror with Israel

ritories we abandoned and, if

necessary, cany out pinpoint ac-

tions with our forces," he said.

Finding specific targets is also a

difficult problem. “There is no

bang, bang, finished with the

problem of terrorism," said for-

mer General Security Service

head Karmi Gillon. “We are

dealing with wanted people who
have no address."

Anal Kniz, a researcher at the

Jaffee Center, said limited mili-

tary action is sometimes neces-

sary to push forward a peace pro-

cess. But she said targeting the

Hamas leadership would merely

legitimize more terrorist attacks.

“Hamas Is a popular move-
ment, an atmosphere," she said.

“History has shown us that the

best solution to fighting terrorism

is a peace process. The problem

now is to convince the public at

large that the peace process is not

contradictory to ending
terrorism."

Netanyahu:

We must take

the initiative
UAT COLLINS

LIKUD leader Binyamin Netan-

yahu held a short press confer-

ence in Jerusalem last night in

which the principal themes were

the need to return the initiative

and freedom of operation to the

Israeli security forces and the

need to demonstrate national

unity while maintaining restraint

on the streets.

“The central problem of the

terrorism wc see today is that we
rely on Yasser Arafat and the

Palestinian Authority to be our

subcontractors in fighting terror-

ism. It is dear that that concept

has failed, and we see terrorism

exploding in our streets - literal-

ly. The only thing we can do is

not to continue on a failed

course. Iris bound to lead to more

terrorism," Netanyahu said.

“What we should do is take the

initiative, as any responsible gov-

ernment does. Strike at the ter-

rorists wherever they are without

any limitations. And obviously I

leave the precise means to our

security forces. Believe me, they

know what to do. If the terrorists

feel they do not have to pay a

price, the tenor will continue. If

we don’t hit out at it and its emis-

saries, it will continue.

“The key is to ensure the ter-

rorists do not enjoy a place of

sanctuary. The minute they have

such a sanctuary, yon are telling

them: 'Yon are hnimme and have

nothing to worry about.’ As long

as the leaders can send their ter-

rorists to do their work while be-

ing safe themselves, the terror

will continue.”

PALESTINIAN Authority President Yasser

Arafot said yesterday he was ready with Israel

“to fight and uproot this terror" and “all the

local and external forces" who stand behind it.

Speaking to reporters in Gaza, Arafat
spoke of a two-stage treatment of the prob-

lem, “first a quick and urgent stage in the

framework of Israeli-Palestinian relations and

secondly a comprehensive treatment because

this terrorism has deep roots and its leadership

moves freely in the region and the world.

"

About 350 Islamic movement supporters

have been arrested during the past week but it

is undear how many of them are connected to

the armed wing.

Former General Security Services director

Karmi Gillon cited Ramallah as a source of

the attacks, but did not think it necessary for

Israel to go into Ramallah, which is in area A

JON IMMANUEL

under sole Palestinian Authority control.

Gillon said on ITV that the Palestinian po-

lice had “foiled terror attacks when they knew
about them," but had not taken preemptive

action to arrest known Izzadin Rassam com-

manders like Mohammed Dief whose location

they did know, even if they don’t know where

he is now. “You have to deal with the head

and not the tail,” be said.

If words are an indication, Arafat appears

to have understood that terrorism against Isra-

el directly threatens the Palestinian Authority.

Arafat’s spokesman, Marwan Kanafani,

said yesterday’s bombing was “a declaration

of war, and we should treat it as such."

In Gaza's Yannuk Stadium yesterday be-

fore the Tel Aviv attack some 10,000 joined in

an unprecedented rally against latomfr tenor-

ism in support of the peace process.

Although several of tire latest statements by

Izzadin Kassam, and its spinoffs “the

of Yihye Ayyash” and “ihe units of Ylhye
Ayyash" have issued contradictory state-

ments, they appear to be all connected and
only one group is suspected of perpetrating all

the recent attacks. !_.
.

'

Despite a promise of a threwnhnth, cease-

fire on Sunday, an anonymous caller, to Israel

Radio said yesterday’s Dizengoff Center at-

tack was a response to Prime Minister Shimon

Peres response to their cease-fire “warning us

there will be war on Hamas.”

The caller warned “there will be painful

attacks in the very near future."The caller

alleged that yesterday's attack was perpetrat-

ed by “our brothers, the Islamic Jihad."

UN, Boutros-Ghali

condemn attack

Gov’t cuts talks with Syria
HILLEL KUTTLER

WASHINGTON
MARILYN HENRY

NEW YORK

SAYING his heart was “full of

sadness," for the third time in

nine days UN Secretary-General

Boutros Boutros-Ghali sent his

condolences to the Israeli govern-

ment as he denounced yester-

day's terror attack in Tel Aviv.

“I strongly condemn this latest

heinous act of cowardice,’’ Bou-

tros-Ghali said in a statement

“The civilized world will not.

must not, tolerate these acts of

terrorism, which have no goal ex-

cept the undermining of the Mid-

dle East process," he said. “The
senseless carnage must end. I ap-

peal to all those who advocate

violence to come to their senses."

In a statement reaffirming sup-

port for the peace process, the

members of the Security Council

also condemned the Jerusalem

and Tel Aviv attacks. They called

for increased cooperation to curb

violence and stem terror.

Israeli ambassador Gad Ya’a-

cobi again called on the UN to

take measures ag^u^_mdmduals
and organizations thiu "give /finan-

cial and-^olitical ' ‘support to Is-

lamic terror groups.

Ya’acobi said some financial

aid came from supporters in the

US and Europe, but he identified

Iran as a main backer of both

Hamas and Hizbullah in Leba-

non. Teheran is “supplying train-

ing facilities, aims and political

support for those groups,’’ he

said.

United Nations Special Coor-

dinator Teije Rod-Larsen con-

demned the fourth terrorist bomb
attack in nine days as “another

savage attack on innocent civil-

ians in Israel” He extended his

condolences to the people and

government of Israel.

THE government last night cut

off negotiations with Syria, say-

ing it could not conduct peace

talks amid terrorism at home.

Within three hours of the Di-

zengoff bombing, the Israeli dele-

gation notified-the American
peace process team of the deci-

sion and jlrepared to' return home
last night The talks were to have

resumed yesterday in Maryland
alter a weekend break.

On a visit to Taylor, Michigan,

US President Bill Clinton told re-

porters he is “convinced” that

Palestinian Authority President

Yasser Arafat
t?
will now answer

the call ... to do more" to fight

Hamas, and said the US must
improve the capacities of the FA
and of others to fight terrorism.

“I believe that Mr. Arafat will

have to do more," Clinton said.

“I believe everyone else will have

to do more. He will have to do

everything he can, up to the limits

of whatever capacities they

have.” Clinton also indicated he

would support Israeli retaliation

for the latest killings.

Israeli Ambassador Itamar Ra-

binovich, a member. of the nego-

tiating 'team, saief that the deci-

sion to postpone the talks is not

linked to Damascus’s lack of con-

demnation of the bombings, but

rather because “this is not a fruit-

ful time” for continuing the talks.

“The decision to recall the del-

egation to Israel is not related to

statements made or not made, or

actions taken or not taken, by
Syria,” Rabinovich said.

New York Congresswoman
Nita Lowey said the peace pro-

cess “must be suspended indefi-

nitely until Yasser Arafat demon-
strates he can isolate and
eliminate Hamas."

Hamas-affiliated centers

in Jerusalem to be shut
BILL HUTMAN

HAMAS -affiliated organizations

operating in eastern Jerusalem

will be closed down by adminis-

trative order, the spokesman for

the Internal Security Ministry an-

nounced last night

The decision was taken at the

meeting between Prime Minister

Shimon Peres, Internal Security

Minister Moshe Shahal, and
beads of the security forces held

to plan responses to the recent

wave of Hamas terror attacks,

the spokesman said.

Ministry sources said that at

least three Palestinian institutions

affiliated with Hamas faced
closure.

Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert
on Sunday presented Peres with a

list of Hamas-affiliated organiza-

tions in Jerusalem, including the

Central Islamic Welfare Organi-

zation, the Islamic Science and

Technology Association, and the

Islamic religion faculty of Al-
Kuds University.

These welfare and education

institutions, and others, are alleg-

edly used by Hamas to increase

Palestinian public support for the

organization.

Meanwhile, the .police spokes-

man announced that an addition-

al 500 soldiers were being trans-

ferred temporarily to police
service, in addition to the 1,000

already working with police in Je-

rusalem, in response to the recent

wave of terror attacks.

ARAFAT
(Continued from Page 1)

conflict with Hamas white retain-

ing the peace agreement, the

source said.

He said Arafat has promised to

press religions leaders in Gaza to

issue a fatwa (edict) against ter-

rorism, saying it runs contrary to

Islam, and that several mosque

preachers will squarely condemn
terrorist attacks in their Friday

sermons.

The PA is also pursuing Pales-

tinian money changers, who Ara-

fat believes are laundering funds

for Hamas.

Arafot himself will make fur-

ther public statements, in Arabic,

opposing terrorism, as he did in

an address to the public on Pales-

tinian television Sunday night

and at a peace rally yesterday.

In his speech, Arafat said ter-

ror attacks are “smfuV' and “for- -

bidden by God, by Islamic law.

and by all norms and
conventions."

The PA, he added, “will strike

with a powerful hand at the plot-

ters who are trying by all means
to undermine our achievements

and national independence and
the future of our children, who
want to live without occupation

and without the cycle of violence,

extremism, and terrorism. It has

decided to face the flagrant for-

eign plot, which is directed by the

enemies of the Palestinian

people."

.
Arafat is also said to be upset

that Israel is not using its good
ties with Jordan to clamp down
on two Hamas leaders be believes

are providing instructions and
funding to the terrorists, Ibrahim

Ghoshe and Mohammed Nozzal,

both based in Amman.
Jon Immanuel contributed to

this report

Terrorist stabs 2 in Hebron
HERB KEINON

TWO yeshiva students were stabbed in central Hebron yesterday by an
assailant who was shot and arrested by the IDF.

Gideon Margalit, an administrator at the Shavei Hebron yeshiva,

said the two — Eyal Sa’adi, 25, of Kamei Shomron, and Yanai Dahan,

35, of Ra’anana - were standing in Gross Square when the assailant

ran out from the nearby market and stabbed them. Soldiers saw the

attack, and fired at the terrorist, who was hit but continued to flee.

The two were taken to Hadassah-University Hospital, Em Kerem,
suffering from wounds to the back and the head, which were described
as light to moderate.

The IDF Spokesman said the terrorist was arrested in a hospital in
Hebron.

Noam Amon, the head of the Hebron settlement, sa id the attack
only strengthens the argument against IDF redeployment from the
city. “If the IDF had been redeployed, the terrorist would have run
another two meters and been in the autonomous region,” he said.
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.A STREAM of ambulances.
. sirens shrieking, delivered 74 of
the 118 wounded in the bombing

~
to Ichilov Hospital.

„ Two of them were clinically

’dead on arrival and all efforts to

resuscitate them failed, while a
third was righting for his life, hos-

pital director Dr. Gabi Barabash
’reported. Ten others were severely

•wounded and six were taken into

surgery shortly after arrival.

By yesterday evening. 65 were
still hospitalized, while nine ofthe
.lightly wounded bad been

,

^released.

Four of die wounded were chil-

dren, one in critical condition, and
some of the others badly hurt.

Barabash said. He refused to give

further details because not all the

families had been notified.

Barabash said most of the

wounded were suffering from
burns, impact injuries, and
injuries to limbs.

According to some reports, sev-

'eral patients were wounded in a

-way which indicated that the

.bomb incorporated nails, so that

the damage would be greater.

Ichilov ’s reception area turned

M1CHAL YUDELMAN

into a huge information center,

providing data on the condition

and whereabouts of the wounded
in all nix hospitals to which vic-

tims had been taken.

By evening, the information

center rilled with worried people,

some in tears, searching for rela-

tives and friends. Others sat

patiently, waiting for information.

Ail of them dreaded the worst -
having to go to the Forensic
Institute at Abu Kabir to identify a
body.

“We’re looking for three girls.

There were four, one is hospital-

ized here and the others ... we just

don’t know.” one agitated mother
said.

“Itai Gojansky, if you can hear

mother...” a woman in tears said.

“I was in Dizengoff, I heard the

explosion. We live right there. My
son had gone down to the bank to

get money and arrange something.

I've been looking for him all

afternoon. There is no answer
from our flaL They don’t have any
information about him here.”

‘T was in Dizengoff Center,

where I had a meeting with ray
daughter for Purim. This is the
holiday gift we got. I went into

shock, but otherwise wasn't hurt
I'll be discharged tomorrow,”
another woman said, adding that

her daughter was unhurt
Health Minister Ephraim Sneh,

who arrived after the bombing,
said the terrorists deliberately

chose “the cruelest place to hit us.

on Purim. in a place they knew
would be filled with children in

costume and their mothers, in the

very center ofTel Aviv.”

Tel Aviv Mayor Ronni Milo,

who also visited, noted that the

hospital was only a short distance

away from the site where Yitzhak
Rabin was assassinated. “I was
here that night as well. What this

tells me is that there is a limit to

our endurance and suffering. The
public now expects firm and
unequivocal action against the

murderers. As a former MK and
cabinet minister, and as mayor, I

say we can’t take this murder and
these terrorist attacks anymore.

Enough already. We must put an

end to it.”

try to come to

grips with bombings
..STUNNED tourists were among
the onlookers after yesterday’s

bomb explosion, staring in disbe-
• lief as they struggled to absorb the

•fact that they had witnessed four

terrorist incidents during their trip.

. "These bombs are following

us.” said Simone Kauffman, a
member of an 1 100-person mis-

sion from UJA Canada. “We were
.in Jerusalem for the first two, and

'now, at the end of our trip to

Israel, we came to Tel Aviv and
this happens.”

Kauffman’s husband, Alan, had
been in the mail an hour before

the explosion. He went back to his

hotel to fetch his wife. On the spur

"of the moment they decided to

walk on the beach before return-

ong to Dizengoff. Otherwise, they

^might have been in the mail or in

ALLISON KAPLAN SOMMER

front of it at the time of the explo-

sion^

“We’ve travelled to Israel a
lot,” Kauffman said, “and I

remember when a few years ago
we were so happy seeing the

Soviet Jews come to Israel. After

seeing this. I'm not so happy for

them anymore. And I have to say,

for the first time during a visit to

Israel - 1 can’t wait to get home.”
Marilyn and David Cole, visi-

tors from Vancouver, had been on
their way to Dizengoff Center to

shop for souvenirs when they

heard the explosion. They said

that they had tried not to be ner-

vous even after the events in

Jerusalem, but this was too much

for them.

“When we took the Tel Aviv-

Jerusalem bus, I was nervous, but

I didn't think there was any dan-

ger in a shopping mall.” said

Marilyn.

“I guess in this country, you
never know, do you? I don’t

understand what's wrong with

these people.”

She said that they had received

numerous worried calls from their

children after each incident “I

told them, listen, there are bus

bombs in London, they blow up
buildings in Oklahoma."

“Yes. but it doesn't happen
there every day.” her husband
pointed out.

“I guess.” his wife conceded. “1

feel sorry for the people who have

to face this every day.”

Crowds call for revenge
'TEMPERS flared among the

onlookers that gathered around

-Dizengoff Center after yester-

day’s bombing, and Prime
i Minister Shimon Peres was met

, with jeers and boos when he visit-

i.ed the rite.

In the hours after the explosion,

.individuals shouted, “They did

‘their work in Jerusalem, now.

Vthey’ve come here!”
* “We have to sendour tanks into

^Gaza,” they said, adding: “This

-closure of the territories is nothing

£but ajoke.”
*. Others simply shook their heads

?and muttered, “This is war."

ALLISON KAPLAN SOMMER

The individuals gathered into

groups, chanting “Revenge,
revenge,” “Death to the Arabs,”

“Peres go home,” and even ‘Teres

should be bombed. Let him
explode!”

The outbursts came despite

pleas for restraint by Mayor
Ronni Milo.
• Several times the crowds tried

to get through the police barri-

cades that kept them away from

the blast site, and dozens of
policemen and border policemen
were needed to restrain them. One

young man, who tried to jump at a

policeman, was restrained by a

group of his friends. “Cut it out.

you’ll only get yourself arrested,”

they told him.
In the heated atmosphere,

rumors flew regarding the manner
of the attack, the identity of the

bomber, and even of additional

terrorist attacks, which proved
false.

Ringing the noisy demonstra-

tors were more subdued groups of

onlookers, who also had politics

on their minds.

“This is it for me,” said Tel Aviv

resident Roni Leibovich,
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A stake in the heart of TA
‘We all just started to cry and run away’

TEARS streaked the festive makeup on the
face of 1 6-year-old Qrtal Hershkovitz as she
rushed away from Dizengoff Center following

the murderous explosion'yesterday afternoon.
The Ramar Aviv teenager had been wander-

ing the vast shopping mall dressed in her Purim
costume as a Hawaiian hula dancer with a
necklace of flowers around her neck.

“All of a sudden, there was a huge explosion
and glass started falling towards us,” she
sobbed, as her friends Efrat Cohen and Hagit
Shaybach tried to comfort her. “We all just
started to cry and run away. We didn't want to

look at the bodies. We came shopping with two
other friends — we don’t know where they are
right now.”

Like many other Tel Aviv teenagers, the girls

had been compensating themselves for the can-
cellations of their school’s Purim celebrations
with shopping and a meal at McDonald’s,
when their outing turned into a bloody and hor-
rible experience.

Younger children, many dressed in their cos-
tumes, bad been shopping with their parents
and were among the witnesses and victims of
the explosion.

The city ofTel Aviv virtually froze when the

explosion happened - the noise was discern-
ible kilometers away from the site. On nearby
Ibn Gvirol Street, women ran out of the hair-

dressers in curlers to rind the closest television

or radio.

This was not the explosion of a commuter
bus leaving a certain neighborhood at a certain

time. In the late afternoon, nearly any Tel Aviv
resident might have a reason to visit Dizengoff

ALLISON KAPLAN SOMMER

Center.

Public telephones were immediately crowd-
ed with people wanting to locate their loved
ones or call to reassure their families that they
were all right. Others rushed home from work
to assure them in person - frustrated by thus;

overloaded telephone lines.

The streets of downtown Tel Aviv were
uncharacteristically barren as early evening
fell. Buses were virtually empty as well.

Far away from the sight of the bombing,
there were plenty of tearful eyes on the streets.

One young girl ran down the street after hear-
ing the news crying, “I can’t take it anymore!”
The emotional reaction on the streets of Tel

Aviv did not have the element of amazement of
a year and a half ago when Bus No. 5 explod-
ed on Dizengoff, an attack marked by a black
memorial marker located just a few meters
away from the site of yesterday’s bombing.
Back then, the dominant emotion was disbe-

lief — a sense that such a major terrorist inci-

dent can’t happen in Tel Aviv, not on
Dizengoff. But the city has since lost its inno-
cence.

Along Dizengoff Street itself, stores began
shutting down minutes after the event. The
owner of “Caligula Shoes” muttered as he
closed up. “Who is going to want to go shoe
shopping today?”

Next door at a bridal store, a young bride
already coiffed and made up for her wedding
tried desperately to rind her fiance standing on

the sidewalk with her cellular phone.

Half a block away, police stopped a group of

Arab workers and asked them to show their

papers. A small crowd formed around the

scene. As the police left, the Arabs looked fear-

fully at the bystanders, afraid to move. But the

crowd backed away.

The sights and sounds at Dizengoff Center
itself bad an awful familiarity: the bodies
strewn on the street covered with blankets, the

screams of the ambulance sirens, the haredi

volunteers climbing ladders to fetch body
parts.

One of those volunteers was a member of
the haredi musical group “Off Simchas,” who
only a few nights ago had been singing in the
Eurovision song competition.

The automatic teller machines at the Bank
Hapoalim and Bank Leumi that flank
Dizengoff Center on the corner of Dizengoff
and King George Streets were completely
destroyed.

One of the witnesses to the blast was one of
the beggars who sits regularly on the comer
asking for change.

“I sit there all the time.” said the shaggy-
haired man. “Another one of the regulars
there is a man who plays music. After the
bomb, 1 saw him lying in pieces on the
ground”

Broken glass was everywhere. Among the
smashed signs in and around the shopping
mall, three of the hearts on the Dizengoff
Center sign for the theater “Lev Tel Aviv” were
shattered And that was more symbolic than
anything.
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JERUSALEM BOMBING AFTERMATH

Ayalon: Hundreds of

Palestinians are waiting

in line to die as martyrs
THERE are hundreds of
Palestinian youths “waiting in

line" to commit suicide attacks for

Hamas, General Security Service
head (Ami Ayalon told the
Knesset Foreign Affairs and
Defense Committee yesterday.

Addressing the committee
before the Dizengoff attack, he
warned that places other than
Jerusalem are also potential tar-

gets.

Both the suicide- bombers
involved in last week's attacks in

Jerusalem and Ashkelon studied

in the mosque in the Ei-Fawar

refugee camp just south of
Hebron.

In this camp alone, which has

6.000 residents, Israel located

between 30 and 40 youths aged 13

to 20 who had declared their will-

ingness to commit a suicide

attack, Ayalon told the MKs.
according to an official briefing.

These numbers have not been

seen in the past, he said. Most of

the El-Fawar youths were arrest-

ed.

According to Ayalon, a terror

network seems to be forming
around two main foci, the study of

Islam in mosques and in seminar-

ies. Mohammed Abu Wania, the

cousin of one of last week's
attackers, studied at the Teachers
Seminary in Ramallah, from
where he encouraged the youths

LIAT COLLINS

to join Hamas’s operative wing.

Both the terrorists involved in

last week's attacks - Majda Abu
Warda and Ibrahim Abu Saranha -

left testaments in their homes stat-

ing they intended to die os

shahidin (martyrs).

Ayalon said the Hamas terror

group caught trying to carry out

an attack in Gush Katif on Friday

night was also prepared to die.

He outlined a situation in which

the operatives in the mosques pre-

pare the bombers, while those in

the seminaries come up with the

ideas and the means of carrying

them out.

The idea for building up a

Hamas network comes from Gaza
and reaches the mosques and sem-
inaries. where students begin

recruiting youths prepared to

cany out suicide attacks, he
explained. The preferred targets

are within the Green Line and not

the autonomous areas.

“In our opinion, the Hamas
political leadership was unaware

of the details of the attacks, while

the Palestinian Authority did not

know of the attacks at cither the

planning or operative stages.”

Ayalon said.
" He said the religious wing of

Hamas is deeply entrenched

among the Palestinian population

Thousands pray at

Wall to avert terror
HERB KEINON

AN estimated 3,000 people were reciting psalms and special penitential

prayers at the Western Wall yesterday, as a response to the terror attack

iii Jerusalem, at the same time that another terrorist attacked in Tel Aviv.

“Our Father, our King, abolish all evil decrees against us,” Rabbi

Motri Eton chanted in a throaty voice, not knowing that more evil had
already been perpetuated in Tel Aviv. The crowd followed his chant.

News of the attack made its way to the crowd from people in the

Jewish Quarter, who heard it on the radio. The gathering was called by
the chief rabbis.

Rafi Barnett, of Ramot, said he came to the Wall as he does every year

on the Fast of Esther, but that this year the fast and the special prayers

accompanying it had added significance.

There are two ways of dealing with evil, Barnett said. “There is physi-

cally trying to uproot it, which is thejob of the politicians, and there is try-

ing to uproot it on a spiritual plane, through prayer. Thai is our only other

weapon..You can shout in the street, or you can pray. Prayer is an outlet"

Wid Bernstein came with T50 students from 'the women's yeshiva,

Mitfrfehet Lindenbaum, which he directs; He said he brought the women
because “it is the proper way of identifying with the nation in its

anguish."

of Judea, Samaria and Gaza
through its charities and educa-

tional institutions.

Ayalon repeated the opinion

that the latest attacks were not car-

ried out to commemorate any par-

ticular event.

“Hamas carries out attacks to

promote its own policy whenever

it can and not in revenge for any

political action of ours,” he said.

“If it has the opportunity, it will

carry out an attack. As long as the

preaching [of martyrdom] contin-

ues, an operative network could

be created."

Answering a question by MK
Ariel Sharon (Likud), Ayalon said

the Palestinian Authority had
detained large numbers of Hamas
activists but had not arrested the

leaders of the military wing.

He said some 160 activists had
been detained in Gaza and 30 in

Judea and Samaria. “Only in the

coming days will we be able to

see if it [the Palestinian Authority]

makes good its promise to take

action." he said.

Ayalon also noted that the

Palestinian Authority would face

a serious problem, after outlawing

Hamas, in trying to determine the

exact nature of the group.

“Hamas is an idea, not an orga-

nization." he said. “And that is a

difficult dilemma with which he
[Arafat] will have to cope.”

Phone lines

disrupted by
flood of calls

JUDY SIEGEL

SERIOUS disruptions hit the tele-

phone infrastructure soon after

news of the Dizengoff Center
blast became known, as callers

throughout the country and
abroad called their loved ones to

try to Locate them.

It was impossible to reach many
phone numbers in Tfel Aviv and
even in Jerusalem in the late after-

noon and evening. “Everyone
knows somebody in Tel Aviv,"

said a Bezeq spokeswoman. “We
appealed to the public not to make
any unnecessary calls, but appar-

ently nobody listened," she said.

No telephone exchanges “col-

lapsed" but the overload did
make it very difficult to reach

other lines around the country,

she said.

Ya’acov Shingeloff (right) breaks down in tears at the funeral of his wife, Anna, who was killed in

Sunday's Jerusalem bus bombing. (Ariel jeroroUmski)

Jerusalem bombing
victims buried

FUNERALS for several of the

victims of Sunday's Jerusalem
bus bombing were held yester-

day.

Anna Shingeloff, 36, was
buried in Jerusalem's Har

JON IMMANUEL and ltim
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Dear Citizen,

1 . In accordance with the Knesset Elections Law (Consolidated Version) 1969 and the Elections to

the Fourteenth Knesset and for Prime Minister (Ad Hoc) Law 1996, a voters register has been
prepared, listing every citizen (and resident in a local authority) bom before June 18, 1978.
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2. If your name should be included in the register and does not appear, or there is an error in the
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Hamenuhot Cemetery. :Gavriei
Barel, a close family friend,

described her initial difficulties

in adapting to life here after

immigrating about five years
ago, and how she bad succeed-
ed in eventually raising a fami-

ly here. She is survived by her

husband, Ya’acov. and her two
daughters, 2 and 10 months.
George Yonan, 38, was buried

in the Old City, where he lived.

He is survived by two brothers

and three sisters.

Maya Birkan. 59, was also

buried at Har Hamenuhot. An
economist, she immigrated
from the Soviet Union with her
husband Roman and their two
children four years ago, and
worked taking care of an elder-

ly woman, and was on her way
to the woman's home when she
was killed.

Former Prisoner of Zion
Yosef Begun, a relative, eulo-

gized her. He said that while he
was being persecuted by the

Soviet regime, her family had
helped him.
Hundreds of mourners accom-

panied the coffin of Sarina

Families of Romanian
victims to receive lifetime

pensions from Nil
BATSHEVA TSUR

COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION: TELEPHONE OPERATORS:

HEBREW
ARABIC

AMHARIC
ENGLISH

177-022-3991

177-022-5447

177-022-5991

177-022-6224

177-022-3998

177-022-0280

177-022-0281

177-022-0282

177-022-0283

177-022-0284

From 4 p.m. until 7 p.m. (excluding Friday and Saturday)

02-6522148 03-5034181 06-323047 06-521492 09-583112

02-6522149 03-5034182 06-323128 06-521451 09-581070

02-6523705 03-5193286 06-791725 07-340661 09-560879

02-294769 03-5193284 06-921474 07-340662 09-7677255

02-290211 03-5194400 06-921424 07-296463 09-7677285

02-290241 03-9666350 06-508515 07-296464 09-612534

02-290245 03-9666482 06-508535 07-296465 09-623994

02-294818 03-9666196 06-508537 07-737165

03-9311596 04-616224 06-791723 07-737612

03-9311906 04-616227 06-791724 08-214711

03-9347602 04-9917523 06-521384 08-214713

03-6722106 04-616231 06-322934 08-457727

03-6722107 04-616233

THE six Romanians killed in

Sunday's Jerusalem bus bombing
will be flown home today for burial.

The Romanian Embassy, aided
by the Foreign Ministry, made
arrangements for the six. all of
whom were working here, to be
buried in their home towns.

Their families will receive the

same compensation paid to Israeli

victims of terrorism and will be
paid a lifetime pension, Ronit
Gedulter, spokeswoman for the
National Insurance Institute, said

yesterday.

The body of Valerika Craciun.
44, will be accompanied back by
her husband, Vasile, who worked
here in the building trade.

“They supported three families
with the money they earned here,"

said Angela Jurovschi, a former
librarian who knew die family
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Curfew
imposed
onFawar
camp;

bombers’ l

homes sealed!
JON IMMANUEL '•

AN open-ended curfew was'
1

imposed on Fawar refugee ramp,

the home of the two suicide^

bombers who perpetrated lasiT

week's attacks in Jerusalem and71
'

Ashkelon, Sunday night an<F-

arrested several residents, the IDF*

said yesterday Several homes-

were also searched.

It was- the Erst clear response to

the recent wave of terrorist bomb-' 1

ings. Prime Minister Shimon Fares'

ordered a corfeW'.oh the camp,*'

among other measures Sunday. •

Petes said Israel cannot accept^
scenes of celebration in Palestinian

towns after each terror attack;
'

During a wake for the two-
bombers last week, the families''

hung a sign saying:- “We are ;

accepting congratulations, not'
condLoIences," and served sweet
coffee, instead of the bitter coffee

1-*

traditionally served at funerals.

The families of the two bombers'
were told to vacate their homes'
yesterday, and they were sealed •

and may later be demolished, the-*

IDF said.

The parents of Ibrahim
Sarahneh, the Ashkelon bomber,"

took out furniture; bathroom fit-

tings and even doors and windows 1

-

of their large white stucco boiise

before it was sealed. They then-

moved into a small hut next door. -

The alleys of the camp, south of
Hebron, with its 5,000 resideits,

were empty and soldiers stood,

guard on rooftops. People stared

out of upper floor windows and*

were told to get indoors when they;

came out onto balconies. i-

The men of the camp were all

interrogated outside during the.

night, and were made to sit in a"

courtyard under IDF guard until

momiDg. About 30 were arrested

and taken for further investiga-

tion, an IDF spokesman said dur-

ing a press briefing at the camp. '

On the walls of the camp were
many slogans praising Yihye
Ayyash, the master bomber in*

whose name Sarahneh and Majdi
Abu Wardeh, the Jerusalem bus
bomber, acted

On one wall a fresh slogan by
the Popular Front for -the

Liberation ofPalestine praised the' t

two bombers as “heroes."
"

•

Sunday’s
wounded
show slight :

improvement
JUDY SIEGEL

THE seven people wounded in.

Sunday's bus bombing were,

slightly improved yesterday, but
five remained in serious condi-

tion, and two were listed as criti-

cal. However. Amit Mach, 25, of
:

Jerusalem, who had been severely

wounded in last week’s bus blast,,

amazed Shaare Zedek doctors
with a very rapid recoveiy, and
was discharged yesterday.
Dr. Mpshe Hersch, head of the

hospital's intensive-care unit, said

Mach had suffered blast-lung
injury, in which the force of the

explosion causes damage to the
lung from inside and out Still

at Shaare Zedek are Avrabam
Cohen, 42, who suffered lung

'

damage in this Sunday’s bomb
explosion. He was in serious but-
stable condition yesterday. Eight
patients are still at Shaare Zedek
for treatment of injuries from lost

week’s attack, four of them in
intensive care.

At Hadassah-University
Hospital, Ein Kerem, the other six
wounded are being treated. These
include two in critical condition
and the rest in serious condition
and connected to a respirator. Two
of the victims are Romanian
workers.

Meanwhile, Issam Nabulsi, a
Jerusalem Arab injured in last
week's blast along with his uncle,
who died, was released from
Hadassah yesterday. Eight others
from that terror attack remain at
Hadassah: one very serious, four
serious, and three with moderate
injuries.

Three are still hospitalized
there from the car a terrorist drove *

into a crowd of people at a French

.

Hill hitchhiking station, and three
more are at Hadassah-University
Hospital. Ml Scopus. They suf-
fered light to moderate injuries.

Angel, a 47-year-old grand-
mother, through Bethlehem to

the Syrian Orthodox cemetery.
During th£ JiindraJ, the- radio

broadcast' the first reports of
another suicide bombing in Tel
Aviv.

Moslems as well as Christians

accompanied the coffin, after

crowding into the Syrian
Orthodox church for the funeral
service where her body lay in

an open casket framed with
flowers. The priest denounced
the violence which took her
life. She is survived by two
daughters and three grandchil-
dren.

Ethiopian tourist Stephans
Gidoi, 23. was buried in a cere-
mony in Jerusalem attended by
many members of the local
Ethiopian Christian community
and some Ethiopian Jewish
immigrants.
Arrangements were being

made to fly the bodies of
Valerika Craciun, 44, a tourist,

and construction workers
Dominic Lunca, 29; Daniel
Patenka, 33; Marian Grefan, 40;
Minze Gifa, 39; and Dimitru
Kokarascu, 43, back to
Romania.

from their home town of Sucova.
“She worked here for three yeara,
cleaning houses. In Sucova,
Valerika worked in an electronics
store.”

According to Jurovschi,
Craciun did not arrive at her job
on time. When the woman whose
house she cleaned learned that she
had left for work on the No. 18
bus, she took Vasile to the Abu
Kabir Forensics Institute where he
identified the body.

The other five Romanians, all

construction workers, were from
Bucharest

Foreign Minister Ehud Barak
sent a letter of condolence to his
Romanian counterpart. Teodor
Melescanu, and to the Ethiopian
Foreign Minister Mesfin Siyoum.
An Ethiopian tourist was also
killed in the attack.

Several in Labor want to delay primary
MICHAL YUDELMAN

A NUMBER of. Labor's candidates yesterday
launched an initiative to delay the primaries and the
Knesset elections due to the situation caused by the
terrorist attacks.

The initiative, spearheaded by Pinni Shomer, run-
ning in the central region; Dov Qren, contending in
the Sharon region; and Haya Cohen, on the national
list: is supported by several other candidates.
The idea was also reportedly raised at yesteiday’s

special cabinet session.
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Bosnian Serb general
denies war-crimes charges
ICNIam e l 11 JBOSNIAN Serb General

Djordjc Djukic pleaded not
guilty yesterday ro war-crimes
charges relating to the 43-month
siege of Sarajevo and said he
had done nothing that warranted
his appearance before the tri-
bunal.

The UN criminal tribunal For
former Yugoslavia charged
Djukic on Friday with assisting
in the shelling of the Bosnian
capital during the siege from
May 1992 to December 1995 in
which more than 10,000 people
are believed to have died.

Djukic, a senior logistics offi-
cer in the Bosnian Serb army,
was arrested by Bosnian govern-
ment police on January 30 along
with Bosnian Serb Colonel
AJeksa Krsmanovic.

The pair, accused by the
Bosnian authorities of’ war
crimes, were whisked to a deten-
tion center at the tribunal’s seat
in The Hague by NATO soldiers
on February 1 2.

Standing stone-faced before
the tribunal with his hands
clasped in front of him, Djukic
told the chamber that he under-
stood the indictment which
accused him of crimes against
humanity and violating the laws
and customs of war.

“/ plead not gui/cy and I

haven't done anything that

would have to put me in front of
this tribunal today," he said.

Dressed m a white shin, beige
sweater and blue jeans, he said:

KEIRON HENDERSON
THE HAGUE

“The fact that I appear in from
of this tribunal means that any
officer of the army of Repubiica
Srpksa [the Bosnian Serb repub-

lie] or any civilian that hap-
pened to be in the war could end
up here."

Djukic wrote briefly in a

' .w

jF&rvx
,2 !* &?*'•

Bosnian Serb General Djordje Djukic pleads not guilty before

the UN war-crimes trial in The Hague. (neuter)

small notebook while his repre-

sentative. prominent Belgrade
lawyer Milan Vujin, called the
proceedings “a kind of judicial

and legal nonsense.”

Vujin said serious procedural
questions were raised by the fact

that Djukic was being investi-

gated both by the tribunal and by
the Sarajevo authorities.

“We have a sort of judicial

and legal nonsense, that General
Djukic is being investigated
both here and there [Sarajevo].

This is contrary to the [tri-

bunal's] rules of procedure and
evidence and contrary to inter-

national law,** said Vujin.

Djukic, a senior aide to
Bosnian Serb military comman-
der General Ratko Mladic, who
has also been indicted by the tri-

bunal, is refusing to answer
prosecutors' questions.

“It’s not known whether I'm
being tried in front of the tri-

bunal in The Hague or the court

in Sarajevo or in front of both,”

said Djukic.

“AH these questions explain
why I'm not ready to cooperate
with the prosecutor and why I’m
not ready to give any answers in

front of this tribunal," Djukic
told the chamber.

Presiding judge Claude Jorda
of France adjourned the bearing

and called prosecution and
defense together for a closed

meeting on March 14 at which
pre-trial motions could be filed.

(Reuter)

Protests

jolt Irish

peace talks
BELFAST (Reuter) - Anglo-Irish

efforts to map a road to Northern
Ireland peace hit trouble yesterday
when the IRA’s Sinn Fein political

arm was barred from Belfast talks

and Protestant pro-British parties

stayed away.
Britain's Northern Ireland

Secretary Sir Patrick Mayhew and
Irish Foreign Minister Dick
Spring met for preliminary multi-
lateral talks on elections ahead of
full-scale peace talks in June.

But Sinn Fein was excluded
because of the IRA's renewed
bombing campaign in London.
The staunchly pro-British
Unionist parties also stayed away
in protest at Spring's presence.

Sinn Fein President Gerry
Adams found the doois locked
when he tried to breach a British

and Irish ban on the first day of
“intensive consultations" about
provincial elections ahead of June
10 all-party talks.

The governments have offered
Sinn Fein talks with officials but

say the IRA must call off its anti-

British bombing campaign before

Adams can be granted ministerial

talks or a seat in negotiations.

“What we warn to do is go into

the building. We are being denied
the right to talk about peace."

Adams protested when a British

official blocked his way to the

venue at Stormont, the seat of
British rule in Northern Ireland.

“It is a matter of deep regret

that the two governments are
treating those whom we represent

as second-class citizens"

Spain’s Aznar
confident he can
form government

As primary approaches, NY media slam Buchanan
PATRICK Buchanan hadn’t even
started campaigning in New York
when Jack Newfield gave him a

Bronx-cheer welcome..

“The nation is about to get a full

taste of hate... Buchanan is really

the un-American candidate," the

New York Post columnist wrote.

Next it was the New York

Observer, which found a fire-

extinguisher salesman on Staten

Island running as a Buchanan del-

egate. “Buchanan's Man in NYC
Sees Jewish Conspiracy For
World Government,” the weekly
paper announced.

On Friday, the Dotty News and

New York Post weighed in -with

reports that Buchanan employs a
Chilean housekeeper , at his.

McLean, Virginia, , .. home. -

“AMERICArFIRST PAT HAS A-

LATIN MAID," the Post headline

said, although Buchanan said the

woman is a legal resident, and he
has paid her Social Security taxes.

Every four years a presidential

candidate gets a Manhattan media
mugging, and Buchanan,, who
launched his puoditry career at

Columbia University’s School of
Journalism, is this season’s desig-

nated victim.

While he is one of three

Republican contenders on most
state ballots in Thursday's New
York primary - along with Sen.

Robert Dole and Malcolm
“Steve" Forbes - Buchanan is get-

ting most of the press pummeling.
Arthur Browne, managing edi-

tor of the Daily News, said

Buchanan's household help is fan-

game. “He has made such an issue

out of immigration... and spoken

about it with such color and such

ethnic shadings - particularly his

use of the name “Jose' - that to

discover he himself was employ-

ing an immigrant, albeit a legal

one, seemed relevant to us."

Brownesaid,^ %

Buchanan’s controversial views

on issues, including affinnarive

action and the Confederate flag

"are of particular interest to our
readership - immigrant readers,

minority readers and Jewish read-

ers,” he added.

But Greg Mueller, Buchanan's
spokesman, called the maid story

“ridiculous— It’s not helpful if all

these accusations and names are

being called out, and we’re trying

HOWARD KURTZ
WASHINGTON

to get our message out.” Still,

Mueller said, “to the conservative

grass roots, it only helps if you're

getting hit by the big media in

New York or Washington."

Joe Conason, the Observer's

editor, said, “It's very easy to get

on TV with Buchanan stuff right

now. He’s viewed as a brown
shirt someone who's said the

stuff he's said about Jews."

A remarkably mean-looking
picture of Buchanan stares out

from this week's New York maga-
zine cover on “The Coming
Republican Crack-Up." A Village

Voice piece says that -Buchanan
pushes the buttons of a very nasty

group of patriotic citizens.”

“I don’i think Buchanan has

really been forced to address con-

cerns about his views on the

Holocaust his views on Israel, his

views on Jew-s.” said Jacob
Weisberg, New York magazine’s

political writer. “I'm not sure he's

going to get out of New York
without answering that.”

The local press has a history of

beating up on Democratic presi-

dential candidates, because
restrictive qualifying rules have
generally made for one-person

GOP primaries. In 1988, then-

Mayor Edward Koch led a rhetor-

ical assault on Jesse Jackson, say-

ing Jews and other supporters of

Israel “would have ro be crazy” to

vote for Jackson.

In 1992 the tabloids dubbed Bill

Clinton the “LUV GUV” Phil

Donahue harassed him about

Gennifer Flowers, and a WCBS
reporter asked the marijuana ques-

tion that prompted Clinton’s “did-

n't inhale" response. A battered

Clinton won the primary, in part by

facing down Donahue and trading

barbs with radio host Don tinus.

This time, both Koch and cur-

rent Mayor Rudolph Giuliani', per-

haps mindful of the city's large

Jewish population, have unloaded
on Buchanan. Giuliani said the

former television commentator
“plays on the worst instincts of

people,” while Koch declared that

“Pat Buchanan is doing exactly

what Adolf Hiller did in 1922."

Not that Buchanan has shied

from battle. He told the New York

Post recently that “liberalism is

the wasting disease that has
brought New York City from
where it was to where it is.”

The other candidates may get

roughed up. too. Dole has attract-

ed his share of barbs because his

state chairman. Sen. Alfonse
D'Amato, unsuccessfully tried to

use New York election law to

keep all challengers pfF the ballot.

But it is Buchanan who has

drawn such headlines as

“Cowpoke Pat Is Hissed and

Booed by Immigrants.” Daily
News columnist Mike McAlaiy
wrote that Buchanan is “threaten-

ing to become the Ebola virus of

Republican politics
”

The Observer devoted consider-

able .space to Buchanan's Staten

Island delegate candidate. Louis

D* Amato: “A lot of Jews still

manipulate the money in this

country,” he told the paper. “And
people like the Sulzberger family,

which is Jewish, and their yahoo
friends in the media like Tom
Brokaw, Dan Rather and William
F. Buckley, are all Communist
apologists."

(The Washington Post)

Beatles turn down $224 million offer
LONDON (Reuter) - The three remaining members
ofThe Beatles have turned down a multi-million dol-

lar offer to perform live on a world tour, Paul

McCartney said yesterday.

A consortium of American and German business-

men had offered McCartney, Ringo Stair and George

Harrison S22S million to get together for 22 conceits

in Japan, Europe and the United States.

McCartney said The Beatles were not prepared to

perform live without John Lennon, murdered in New
York in 1980.

’The size of the offer is scandalous, it’s ridiculous.

From the money point of view, most people would do
it,” McCartney said in a statement

“But to me, the three of us isn't as exciting as

the four of us. The Beatles were always the four of

us.”

“Ofcourse people will say that we could get some-
one else to fill John’s place but it just wouldn’t be ihe

same,” McCartney said.

’The Beatles was The Beatles, and the minute you

get only three of them then it's not The Beatles. The
four is the four - that always was the deal and it still

is for me.”

O’Hare, Memphis
world’s busiest airports

WASHINGTON (AP) - Chicago O’Hare and Memphis International were
the world's busiest airports last year.

Airports Council International reported yesterday that O'Hare handled

67.254.586 passengers in 1995. up 1.2 percent from the year before; and

Memphis, home of Federal Express, lopped the cajgo-handlipg category with

1,712,(166 metric tons moved, a 32* percent increase. Behind O’Hare, the

remainder of the world's 10 busiest airports for passengers were:

Atlanta Hartsfidd. 57.734.755: London Heathrow, 54.452,636; Dallas-

Furt Worth, 54J69.6J3; Los Angeles International, 53,909.223: Tokyo
Haneda, 45,822.503: Frankfurt. Germany. 38.179,543; Miami
International, 33.235.658: Denver. 3 1.028.19 1 and New York-John F.

Kennedy. 30,327.723.

<5^ Novels in Translotion, Poetry in English

^^Contemporary Israeli Literature
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YEHUDA AMICHA1: A Life of Poetry 1948-1994

Selected and translated by Benjamin and

Barbara Harshav. Attractively produced volume

of selections from several ofAmichafs books.

Amichaiwas one of the first poets to use

idiomatic spoken Hebrew. Now English readers

can enjoy hfe 20th century sensibility with

overlays of bibBcaJ and ancient Jewish

references.'

Scrfteover, 478 pp.

JP Price Nl$ 65

MUSICALMOMENTAND OTHER STORES...
Yehoshua Kenaz

First published in Hebrew in 1980 and translated

by DafyaBBu, these stories explore coming of

age. Sabrasfyte.

Softcover, 178 pp.

JP Price NIS 55 .....

^NEW^F
A BOOK THAT WAS LOST AND OTHER
STORIES
S.Y. Agnon
Edited with Introductions byAlan Mirrtz and
Anne Golomb Hoffman. Selected stories by the

1966 winner of the Nobel Prize for literature .

Hardcover, 438 pp.

JP Price NIS 95

CITYOF MANY DAYS - Revised Edition

Shuiamith Hareven
Translated by Hiilel Halkin with the author. Many
layered language - poetic novel of Jerusalem

during the Mandate.
Paperback, 192 pp.

JP Price NIS 59

BatyaGur:
MURDER ONA KIBBUTZ: A Communal Case
Translated by Dafya Bilu (1994). The third

Michael Ohayon mystery with plenty of "local

color," by the author of The Saturday Morning

Murderand Literary Murder, Paperback, 356 pp.

JP Price: NIS 45

Sami Michael:
VICTORIA
Translated by Dalya Bilu (1995)
Michael is “an enthusiastic storyteller who
does not shy away from high drama.”
Sensual, poetic atmosphere. Paperback,
343 pp.
JP Price: NIS 54

Aharon Appelfeld:
THE HEALER (1990)
Translated by Jeffrey M. Green. In

Austria on the eve of World war II, a
businessman seeks a cure for his

daughter. Appetfeld’s evocative
nightmarish atmosphere. Hardcover,

JP Price: NIS 25

Aharon Appelfeld:
FOR EVERY SIN (1989)
Translated by Jeffrey M. Green. In post-

Holocaust eastern Europe, Theo, a young
student, makes his way home, intending to

go “in a straight line." Hardcover, 168 pp.

T« Books, The Jausfifem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please send me the following books:

Enclosed is my check payable to

The Jerusalem Post or credit card details.

a VISA a ISRACARD a DINERS a AMEX
CC NO.

Idress.
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POSTAGE: NIS 5 for one book; NIS 9 for 2 or more:
ID No..

MADRID (Reuser) - Jose Maria
Aznar, leader of Spain's poll-win-
ning Popular Party, said yesterday

he was confident of putting
together a stable government
despite falling well short of an
absolute majority in Sunday’s
election.

Calling on other parties in par-
liament to act responsibly. Aznar
said there was no political alterna-
tive to a government led by the
Popular Party (PP) after it had
won the most votes.

Despite the problems, he told a
news conference, “I believe we
can find the formula for a good
government for Spain.”
The PP won 156 seats in the

350-seat parliament, leaving them
20 seats short of an absolute
majority in the chamber.
Analysts say that the conserva-

tives, who ended 13 years of
Socialist nile under Prime
Minister Felipe Gonzalez, would

almost certainly have to seek a

deal with the Catalan
Conveigencia i Unio party.

The Catalans, who were
Gonzalez’s allies in the outgoing

parliament before withdrawing
their support and triggering the

early election, have 16 seats.

Aznar can already count on four
votes from the .center-right Canary
Islands party. <

But Aznar, who said initial con-
tacts had already begun, said he
would be talking to all parties in

the new parliament, even the
Socialists.

“I hope everybody will be sensi-
tive to the need to form a stable
government," he said.

Aznar said the government that
finally emerged from the talks

could be either a formal coalition

or a looser legislative pact, the
formula adopted by the
Socialists in ruling with the
Catalans.

Egypt detains 41
Moslem militant

suspects
CAIRO (Reuter) - Security forces
have rounded up 41 leaders of the
Moslem militant group Jihad in

raids on several towns across
Egypt, the interior ministry said in

a statement yesterday.

It said anti-government leaflets,

forged identification papers,
booklets and recording tapes pro-

moting the ideology of the out-
lawed Jihad group, were found
with the suspects.

The detainees were also carrying

foreign currency checks “which
uncover die huge financial amounts
allocated to them to support their

activities,” the statement added.

Jihad, led by fugitive medical
doctor Ayman Zawahri, is a
revival of the group that assassi-

nated President Anwar Sadat in -

1981. Its members are thought to .

be behind a wave of bomb attacks
and assassination attempts against

government officials over the past
three years.

The statement also said the mil-
itants were recruited by a group of
leaders living in exile, mainly in

an unspecified European country
“to reactivate and reorganize the

movement with the aim of carry-

ing out criminal acts.”

The government of President

Hosni Mubarak has ruthlessly

cracked down onthe militants

•

since they began their violent

campaign in 1991. More than 921
4

people have been killed in the vio-

lence.

Italy orders probe
into Achille Lauro
terrorist’s escape

ROME (AP) - The Justice

Ministry ordered an investigation

yesterday into what it said was the

escape of the Palestinian terrorist

convicted of killing an American
passenger aboard the hijacked

cruise ship Achille Lauro 1 1 years

ago.

Youssef Magied Molqi, 34, was
free on a 12-day pass from
Rebibbia prison in Rome and was
last seen at a church-run shelter

Wednesday, the day he was to

return to prison, according to

news reports. The US Embassy
said it was contacting Italian

authorities about the reports. If

they are confirmed, it wants to

know “what a convicted terrorist

was doing out on a good conduct

pass" said spokesman Mark
Smith.

Two other Palestinians convict-

ed in the 1985 hijacking also

dropped from sight several years

ago while out on parole, leaving

only one of the actual hijackers

still in prison.

The brief Justice Ministry

announcement was the first officio)

confirmation that Molqi. who was

sentenced to 30 years in prison,

was considered a ftigitive.

But it gave no details, and more

than 20 telephone calls to various

offices by The Associated Press

found no one in a position to com-

ment.
Molqi was convicted of shoot-

ing Leon KJinghoffer, a wheel-
chair-bound passenger, and order-

ing one of the cruise employee’s
to push the body overboard.

The latest episode in the Achille

Lauro case, which marked a low
point in US-Italian relations, drew
scant attention here. Newspaper’s

carried only brief stories, and yes-

terday’s announcement by the

Justice Ministry was actually

buried in a news release regarding

an investigation into a serial kflier

tracked down by police in the

South Tyrol last week.

The Achille Lauro, with 413
passengers aboard, was hijacked

by a faction of the PLO while on a

Mediterranean cruise in October
1985.

The hijackers were aboard an

Egyptian jet that was intercepted

by US warplanes and forced to

land in Sicily. US and Italian sol- •

diers nearly came to an armed,
confrontation before it was agreed

to turn the hijackers over for pros-

ecution by Italy instead of the .'

United States.

But Washington was angered

when Italy let the reputed master-

mind of the hijacking,

Mohammed Abbas, slip out of the

country. He was later convicted in

absentia.

45 die in two crashes in Peru

LIMA. Peru (Reuter) - Forty-five people died in two road accidents m
the Peruvian Andes in the last 24 hours, the latest in a string of disasters

in this South American nation, officials said yesterday.

A bus plunged into a river killing 30 passengers on Su^y afte™^
and yesterday morning a truck packed with miners tumbled into a

ravine, killing 15 and seriously injuring 25-
,

.

On February 17 another bus skidded off the road at exactly the same

spot and fell into the river, killing 28 people.
. -A ^

In the latest accident yesterday, police official Elber BnonMSard the

truck, with 50 workers on their way to the Iscaycntz mine, fell into a

ravine near Oyon, 1 60 km north-east of Lima.

TOTAL
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In these most difficult days, we call upon the people of

Israel to mark the Festival of Purim with full participation

in the fulfillment of the Mitzvot ofPurim - the reading of

the Megilah,the Purim Repast, Mishloach Manot, and

gifts to the needy . But this year we urge the reading of

I Psalms 3, 13, 22, 23, and 128 to sanctify the souls of

I the victims, as prayer for those who have been injured,

1 and as an expression of our longing for peace.

We also call upon those who are able, to donate

"manot dam, " in addition to Mishloach Manot.

Rabbi Phillip Spectre Rabbi GilahDior Mr. YehoshnaLeor

Directot, Movemwai PwitotobtaeUAsanOy Qnp^MMmial

B
We shall make available source material

for study upon request (177-0220120)

THE MABORT! MOVEMENT
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The awakening

I
N any other democracy, the events of the

past 10 days would have forced the govern-

ment to resign. This is not because the

Labor-Meretz coalition has failed to discharge a

fundamental responsibility— ensuring the safety

of the country’s citizens - but because it has

consistently failed to tell the people the truth. In

a democracy, almost any policy blunder is for-

givable. Deliberately and consistently mislead-

ing the people is noL
The government has not perpetrated the mis-

representation alone. The whole world has ar-

dently and enthusiastically participated in this

Orwellian orgy of deception. Together they

have named a reckless national gamble a

“peace process,” awarded the world’s leading

terrorist a Nobel Peace Prize, and concealed

brutal facts and ominous warnings with cotton-

candy fairy tales.

Plainly, what is going on between Israel and

the Palestinian Arabs is not a peace process.

The Oslo agreements, the instruments of this

putative process, cannot bring peace. They are

not a result of painstaking, thoughtful negotia-

tions conducted by experts in relevant fields and

submitted to national debate and deliberation.

They are a reflection of the Labor government’s

hasty decision to unilaterally withdraw from

Judea, Samaria, and Gaza.

The thrust of these agreements recalls a

child’s anguished cry on a Tel Aviv street

yesterday. “Enough, enough, enough,” she

said with heart-breaking frustration. The irre-

sistible desire to say “Enough!” to an embar-

rassing, agonizing, and image-tarnishing inti-

fada was what animated the Labor government

Mindlessly, haphazardly, and recklessly, it al-

lowed starry-eyed wishfiil thinkers, with little

experience and virtually no knowledge of the

region, to fashion a fantasy inspired by the

utopian vision of a terminal dreamer. With the

best intentions in the world, and catering to

Israel’s insatiable hunger for peace, they man-
aged to turn a wise, scarred nation which should

have known better into a jelly of gullibility.

It is a pity that President Bill Clinton, proba-

bly the most devoted friend Israel has ever hacl

in the White House^ha&also fallen into this

Orwellian trap. Yesterday, he portrayed the

Islamist suicide bombers as “opponents of the

peace process” out to undermine Yasser Arafat

If Arafat had truly opposed terrorism and want-

ed peace, he would not have arranged a 21-gun

salute for Yihye Ayyash, “The Engineer,” who
dispatched suicide bombers to kill 50 Israelis,

or would he have called for a jihad against

Israel, nor cite the 1974 plan to destroy Israel in

phases in every speech, nor publidy lionize

suicide bombers and other terrorists. Norwould

he and his ministers, including the ever-so-

civilized Nabii Shaath, insult the world's intelli-

gence by blaming Israeli “extremists” for help-

ing the suicide bombers.

These bombers and their dispatchers are not

out to undermine Arafat and his regime, and

they are not opposed to a process which entails

Israeli withdrawal. Had they really wanted to

end the process, they would have blown them-

selves up near Arafat and his entourage, not in

downtown Tel Aviv.

What the terrorists want is painfully obvious.

They want Israel to withdraw faster, from all the

territories, and ultimately from the region.

Above all, they want to get credit for this

withdrawal. Unfortunately, they have good rea-

son to believe they will achieve precisely that

Over and over again, with a persikence border-

ing on the obscene, they have been assured that

no matter what they do, no matter how many
Israelis they slaughter, Israel will continue “the

process” and its withdrawal.

It is a terrorist’s dream come true. For in the

eyes of the Palestinians, particularly their

young, it is the terrorists’ self-sacrificing, heroic

acts which are responsible for Israel’s retreat,

not Israel’s noble determination. They believe,

not without reason, that only intifada violence

and the killing of Israelis caused Israel to recog-

nize the PLO and sue for peace. If Israel contin-

ues to retreat under fire, this belief will become

an article of faith.

It will be a shame if Clinton lets himself be

seduced into encouraging terrorism by parrot-

ing yet again the call for the continuation of the

process. What Israel needs from its friends in

the US is what it needs from itself at this time:

to face the truth. And the truth is that Arafat will

not fight fellow Arabs to satisfy Israel or even

the US. He may put on a good show. He may
manage to convince Hamas it should cease

operations for a while. And he may even put

some of them behind bars and use the opportu-

nity to kill a few insignificant operatives. But he

will .not eliminate the terrorist infrastructure.

Arafat is not part of the solution; he is a major

part of the problem. For sooner or later Israel

will have to wake up and do what it should have

done long ago - go after the terrorists with its

own forces. At that time, it will have to face an

army of 50,000 well-armed Palestinians, and

perhaps a sovereign Palestinian state.

It will not be easy nor will it be pleasant. But

by then, it will probably not be called a peace

process.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE ECONOMIC FACTOR

• Sir,-The Labor Party has moved
forward the date of elections. Obvi-
ously, they believe that their

chances of winning the election will

worsen by October. Many believe

they fear a deterioration in the secu-
- rity situation with an increase in

tenor and a failure of Arafat to meet
his many commitments to IsraeL

But, I suggest that you take more
. seriously the words of Labor Party

. politicians who explain the haste as

due to worsening economic condi-
tions. The Israeli economy has paid
a high price for the political manipu-
lation that gives an impression of

stability and growth.

Economic benefits were bought
through an overvaluation of the

shekel. This financial maneuver led

to a major deterioration in the coun-

try’s balance of trade. A country that

• begs the US for a gift of S3 billion

dollars each year, threw away $103
billion last year because of an imbal-

ance between exports and imports.

This instability will force the gov-

ernment in the near future to devalue
- significantly the shekel, causing a

i major jump in the inflation rate.

The Oslo Agreement is also a

major negative force on our econo-
my. It has already cost the Israeli

. economy over $2b. in one year. The
PA was given $306m. - justified as

a return for Israeli customs and val-

. iie-added tax. Army redeployment is

estimated as an additional Sib. We
pay a subsidy of at least $750m.

through the ’ property stolen and

transferred to die PA. And we ask a

bargain price from the PA for water,

electricity, medical assistance and

telephone service.

There are also many indirect

costs. Israeli formers are paid to

destroy produce because of the

cheaper agricultural goods coming
from Gaza — farming that uses dan-

gerous pesticides, irrigated by con-

taminated water, subjected to vari-

ous agricultural diseases and
utilizing child labor.

Customs receipts will decline be-

cause of increased smuggling, with

twice as many narcotics reaching

our yonth since 1992. Israeli manu-
facturers will lose sales because of

cheap imitations. And damage to the

ecology in Judea, Samaria and Gaza
will lead to the spread of infectious

diseases - to humans, animals and
vegetation - greater air and water

pollution, and endangered water

supplies.

The coming year will see a rise in

taxes, increased inflation, a decline

in health and other services, an in-

crease in poverty and stagnation in

the educational system. No wonder
Labor wants the election now. We
must take this opportunity and
change the government in order to

prevent further damage to the Israeli

society and economy.

Haifa.

ALBERT I. GOLDBERG

FIRST BAT MITZVA
Sir, - I refer to your article of

February 18, “First bat-mitzva girl

dies at 86.” I am 88 now. 1 had my
bat mitzva at the age of 13 in Bedin,

that means in 1920. And my bat

mitzva was not one of the first It

was already a few years since Jew-

ish girls in Germany had their bat

SEMANTIC
Sir, - 1 believe I saw the posters

that Rabbi Forman referred to in bis

article of February 21. There were a

whole bunch ofthem displayed near

Mea She'arim. Therewas one poster

with Cytryn and Popper appearing

together. Ai the demonstration it-

self, there were posters ofboth Pop-

per and Cytryn. “Women for Isra-

el’s Tomorrow” knew full well that

their demonstration was a joint one.

I have been active in trying to free

mitzva officially at the age of 13.

We had to learn Torah much more
intensively for a year. The ceremony
took place in the synagogue and we
were blessed by a rabbi after his

appropriate speech.

ELSE WAJLLACH
Jerusalem.

QUIBBLING
Jonathan Pollard and am a supporter

of the settler movement, but I op-

pose the “mixingof milkand meat”
(Popper and Cytryn). Rabbi Forman
didnmcreate this unkosher alliance.

Accusing him ofmaligningthe truth

is semantic quibbling. It seems that

your paperbotched the whole matter

fay having Rabbi Forman submit an

apology.

JONATHAN GORADESKY
Jerusalem (Fresh Meadows, N.Y.).

LACK OF EXPERIENCE
Sir, - Solomon Ezra’s article of

February 16 explaining the causes of
the terrible frustration and anger of
the Ethiopian community should be
required reading for all who care. As
a mother of one of their teachers,

none of what he writes surprises me.
The challenge of integrating these

wonderful people has fallen on teen-

age girls. In many cases, the “spe-
cial classes” are taught, not by the

school’s most experienced teachers,

but by young soldiers and Shenit
Leumi volunteers. With very rare

exceptions, even the best of inten-

tions and the enthusiasm ofyouth do
not provide them with the experi-

ence and maturity needed.

Unfortunately, our government’s

priorities do not include sufficient

professional staff

BAIYA MEDAD
Shiloh.

THE SPIRITUALITY OF
THE GRAVEYARD

Sir,- Rabbi Jonathan Blass writes

(February 5) that we Israeli Jews

should pay more attention to physi-

cal things, such as “nature” and

“geography.” In other words, we
should strive for a larger state of

Israel (for “Greater Israel”) and not

give up Judea, Samaria and Gaza to

the Arabs. This respect for physical

things, he says, is necessary, and if

we do not think enough about physi-

cal thing? and think only about

“spiritual” things, we wflj have

“the spirituality of the graveyard”

But Rabbi Blass looks at the “ter-

ritories” and sees only fields and

hills and trees. He should also take a

good look at the other highly “phys-

ical” things there: two million Arab

men, women and children. And,

very perversely, they want very

much a “spiritual thing”: The free-

dom to manage their amirs. A spiri-

tual thing which we Jews prize very

highly for ourselves.

Talking about the “spirituality

and freedom of the graveyard,”

Blass’s program would bring more

graveyards than Peres’s. For six

years we had the intifada and every

day we heard of one or more new

graves, whether Jewish or Arab.

What can Rabbi Blass do? Bui per-

versely, many of us believe in a

certain “spiritual thing":

democracy. CARL WOLK
Tel Aviv.

JUST OKIE MOBE STEP,

SHIMOM, AMD YOU'LL
ACHIEVE PEACE

No room for niceties

P
resident Weizman has
declared that Israel is at war.

Prime Minister Peres went
further, labeling the situation

“total war."

They are both wrong. For there

to be a war, there must be two
sides fighting in earnest. Here in

Israel there is just one.
War would mean issuing the

IDF orders to destroy terror orga-

nizations. even at the price of
killing civilians who make up the

society that supports them. It

would mean the IDF bombing
demonstrations like the oae in

Kalkilya, where Hamas backers,

in a prelude to the real destruction

of buses that would soon follow,

burned the effigy of an Egged bus
as senior PLO police officials

trampled on Israeli flags or looked
on.

It would mean wiping out the

refugee camp near Hebron where
the bombers originated and
expelling its inhabitants to

Lebanon or elsewhere.

It would mean Israel not being

satisfied with just foiling attempt-

ed suicide raids on Gush Katif as

it did ou March 1. but following

them up with attacks on the terror-

ists’ home bases within area A of
the Palestinian autonomy.

It would mean instructing sol-

diers to open fire at rock-throwers

before they evolve into suicide

bombers. Most important, it

would mean recreating the deter-

rence ofthe IDF, letting the terror-

ists know that if Israeli women
and children are no longer safe,

their own families will also no
longer be immune.
That is war, and it is ugly. Ou an

individual level, it is unjust
It sacrifices the ideal of finding

a punishment to fit the crime, of

executing only those directly

responsible for murder. It sacri-

fices that ideal to the necessity of

JONATHAN BLASS

winning the war and ending the

bloodshed by a victory over tbe

enemy society that bears commu-
nal responsibility for the conflict

There can be no way of fighting

and winning a “nice” war. If war
could be nice, why does the

prophetic vision of the end of days
foretell its elimination?

World War II was brought to an
end by the world's leading democ-

The terrorists must
be made to pay a
price they find

unbearable

racy with the destruction of two of
Japan’s cities. German population

centers were bombed in retaliation

for the bombing of London. More
than 100 years ago, the American
Civil War was ended as Union
General William Tecumseh
Sherman drove through the states

of the American south burning
homes and farms, leading to mass
desertion from the Confederate

armies.

It was Sherman who reportedly

coined the phrase “War is hell,”

but he visited that bell on the ene-

mies ofhis country in order to end
tbe conflict with a victory that

ensured the security and strength

of (he United States.

THE ARAB tenor attacks on
Israel's population just three

months before Knesset elections,

undermining Shimon Peres’s

chances of reelection, demonstrate

the terrorists’ conviction that any
Israeli leadership, whether Labor
or Likud, will choose to meet their

murders with concessions rather
than the pa infi ll retaliation of total

war.

As if to reinforce the terrorists’

confidence, the government, pur-

suing a policy of appeasement,
consistently counters its critics

with the challenge: “What is the

alternative?” implying - incor-

rectly - that none exists.

But the alternative to appease-

ment is. as it has always been, the

prosecution of a just war. And in

spite of the price, it is both practi-

cally and morally preferable to

appeasement and the massacres
that are its offshoots.

Driving toward Ashkelon two
days before the terror that killed a
soldier there, I noticed grafitti on
one of the overpasses that had
apparently been scribbled there

months before: “Rabin, the people

are with yon.”
That message took on ironic

meaning three days later, as new
graves were dng on ML HerzL, not
far from Rabin's own, for victims

of the terror that the late prime
minister had refused to confront

It is time to recognize that ignor-

ing the murder ofoar brothers, the
insistence that, : despite their

deaths, life must proceed as usual,

is the bogus bravado of the ghetto

Jew impotent in the face of the lat-

est pogrom, whose only option
was to bury his dead and carry on.

It is totally inappropriate -
worse, it is immoral and callous -
for a nation capable of fighting

back to respond in tbe same way.
After years of unanswered

intifada and tenor, we should go
to wa^ make the enemy pay a

price it will find unbearable, and
win.

The writer, rabbi ofNeveh Tzuf
in Samaria, heads Ration Yehuda,
a rabbinical training program for
graduates ofYcshivot Hesder.

The dialogue has to go on

HAMAS seems to have
achieved what the assas-

sin of Yitzhak Rabin tried

but failed to achieve last

November - jeopardizing the

continuation of the peace
process with the Palestinians,

and thereby of the whole
Middle East peace process.

Yigal Amir managed to get

many middle-of-the-roaders to

turn leftward so as to express

identification with the course

Rabin had chosen to follow and
disgust at the course the extreme

right had pursued.

Now the suicide bombers,
promised a direct ticket to heav-

en if they can bring hell to earth,

have managed to get the middle-

of-the-roaders, and even many
who define themselves as left-

of-center, to take a sharp turn to

the right
If elections were held today,

the right would win a landslide

victory.

Even among the staunchest

supporters of the government’s
peace policy, many this week
feel closer to the demonstrators

who on Sunday carried banners
reading: “This isn’t peace - it’s

terror” than to those who argue

(as Rabin did) that “we must
continue with the peace process

as if there were no terror, and
fight the terror as if there were
no peace process.”

Unless one is totally lacking in

human feeling, one cannot wit-

ness the aftermath of a terrorist

attack like those this week and
think calmly and rationally.

Rage, anguish and a sense of

helplessness take over, at least

momentarily, clouding common
sense.

But once the immediate storm

of emotion starts to subside, one
suddenly realizes that there is no
contradiction between saying
that what we have at the

moment is terror rather than

peace, and determining to con-
tinue both the war against terror

SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF

and the battle for peace.

The problem is to be found
elsewhere, and it is this: How
does one carry on the war
against terror so that it is effec-

tive without simultaneously
killing the peace process?
President Weizman advocates

dealing exclusively with the ter-

ror, and - at least for the time

being - dropping the peace

Those who
advocate

suspending the

peace process while

battling terror are

wrong

process altogether. With the
public mood what it is, there is

probably a majority supporting

him on this point.

BUT Weizman is wrong.

On the technical level, one can
wage war against terror without

talking to the other side.

Israel fought Palestinian terror

for several decades without talk-

ing to the Palestinians. In thus

way the terror was checked and
contained - not defeated -
despite many impressive suc-
cesses along the way.
What has happened in the last

few years is that as the result of
a slow evolutionary process
among both Israelis and
Palestinians, the two sides have
started to talk to each other and
begun to try and resolve the cen-
tury-long conflict between them
by peaceful means.
One development in this

process has been that the main
Palestinian organizations (most

important of them Fatah) have
given up terror altogether.

There are still several
Palestinian organizations,
including Hamas and the
Islamic Jihad, which believe
that they can attain their goals
by employing terror. If the peace
process does indeed come to a
standstill as a result of this
week’s events, they will have
been proven right.

The question now is: How
should Israel wage war against
the terrorists? On its own, as it

did in the past before the peace
process got underway, or in
cooperation with those forces on
the other side who have come to
realize that m order is not and
cannot be a ticket to heaven?

If the goal is to get everyone
on the Palestinian side to give
up terror, the only way is to con-
tinue the dialogue and the coop-
eration.

Needless to say, this does not
mean that our security forces
should just sit back and wait for
the Palestinians to do the job.
They cannot do the job alone,

and should not be expected to.
There are parts of Palestinian

society that have accepted the
peace process and the need for
coexistence as a reality, and
these sectors constitute a major-
ity, though not large enough as
yet.

But anyone who thinks that
acting in such a way as to alien-
ate these sectors will help do
away with the terror is badly
mistaken.

Israel must be firm and deci-
sive in its war against tenor,
and in the memory of all the vic-
tims of terror.

This war must indeed be given
top priority. However, it cannot
and should not be the only item
on the agenda.

The writer is a political scien-
tist

Step
down
YOSEF GOELL

S
himon Peres has devoted his7

entire adult life to the ser- !
.

vice and security of IsraeL

He played a major role in
:

obtaining the -weapons that
1

enabled victory in the War ofr

Independence. In the midh’SOs,
'

he was tbe key figure in the

breakthrough to France that’

enabled a poorly-armed Israel toe

stand up to its Soviet-armed Arab]

enemies. I

And Peres is identified with the-;

creation of Israel’s nuclear deter-

rent, which has proved Israel’s*

major card over the last 30 years

of conflict

But the greatest service that this

supreme patriot could render his

country today would be to tender

his resignation as prime minister

and minister of defense and retire

from active politics.

On Sunday, in the wake of the

fourth terrorist outrage in seven,

days, Peres tried to perauade iusj

that he has made a 180-degree

turnabout from bis previous
“peace” policy. *
But it just won’t wash — not

*
with the Israel public, nor with
ArafaL
Peres declared that he would'

accord top priority to Israelis’:

personal security, that he would 1

permit nothing to stand in the'

way of quashing Hamas and other'

Islamic terror groups.

He made similar statements a

week ago following the bus-

bombings in Jerusalem and
Ashkelon, but Palestinians coo-'

tinued to stream into Jerusalem

through the sieve of the “closure”

Peres decreed after the first out-

rage.

There is ample reason to ques-
tion the ability of any sincere-

political leader to make the sort'

of volte-face Peres would have us

believe he has made, and will

maintain.

And what about Peres’s belated

adoption of the' internal security

minister's proposals for far-going

physical separation from the-

Palestinians after successfully

leading the political struggle to

quash those very proposals for'

the past year?

MORE THAN any other political

leader, Peres has been identified

The greatest service' **’

Peres could render

his country today

would be to resign

with the underlying premises of
the Oslo process.

These were predicated on the

assertion that Yasser Arafat and a
large part of the Palestinian popu-
lation represented by his Fatab
organization have decided to

make peace with Israel; and on
the belief that Arafat and his ter-

rorists-turned-policemen would
quash the remaining Palestinian

opponents of peace and end their

tenor strikes against Israelis.

In contrast to many Israelis who.
are hungry for real peace and an
end to the century-long armed
confrontation with Arab and
Palestinian nationalisms, who
were ready to test these assump-
tions with great care, Peres com-
mitted himself totally to their

validity.

During the two-and-a-half
years of the Oslo process, which
he engineered and into which be
dragged an initially reluctant
Yitzhak Rabin, Peres led the
Labor government doves in gut-
ting the few safeguards and reser-
vations Rabin had insisted on
inserting into the accords with the
Palestinians.

Peres was wrong - all down the
line. He admitted as much in his
press conference on Sunday. His
problem: Canying out the anti-
terrorist program he delineated
will require a degree of public
confidence no leader with his
record can hope to mobilize.
Worse than that, the only hope

of an anti-terror campaign being
effective involves the return of
Israeli forces to hot pursuit in the
territories of the Palestinian
autonomy, and the resort to puni-
tive measures against those sec-
tors of the Palestinian population
who abet and support the Hamas
terrorists.

This can be done without total-
ly negating the prospects of far-
going separation between the two
peoples only if the right message
is sent to Arafat and the pragmat-
ic Palestinian leadership around
him.

And the only effective signal of
that sort would be Peres’s resig-
nation, which would cany the
clear message that Israel rejects
the policies hitherto espoused by
Peres, together with the mistaken
assumptions on which they were ^
predicated. **

It is simply not credible, either
toArafat or the Israel public, that
a ^pentant” Peres can really dis-
sociate himself from his own
policies and deepest beliefs.

The writer comments on public
affairs.
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HARON Sagy was planning
only short visit 10 her native
Israel. The flamenco dancer

whoibas been based in Spain for
die last three years, had returned
10 Jerusalem for one performance
and a rest at her parents’ comfort-
able apartment

Then her plans went awry. “I
went to Nueiba for a few days to
rest and found myself at the
Hilton Hotel there. I showed themmy flamenco show and they liked
it a lot and invited me to stay at
the hotel and do my presentation
three-four times a week. It was
great for me. the perfect combina-
tion of a holiday and work.”
By the time the Egyptian gjo

was over, Sagy was back in
Jerusalem preparing for what
pronuses to be the most compre-
hensive flamenco celebration
ever here. Dias de Flamenco.
The second annual flamenco

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Flamenco Road: Back from Spain
competition, at Tel Aviv’s
Suzanne Dellal Center Thursday
through Saturday, is organized in
memory of Adi Agmon, a friend
of Sagy s who died of cancer
before fulfilling her wish to study
flamenco abroad.
Sagy is participating os both

juror and dancer. Last year's win-
ner, Carmel Natan-Shely, will
also be among the performers.
Sagy discovered flamenco

“many, many years ago when I

saw a performance by Antonio
Gades. I was 16 and I simply fell

in love with this art form.” After
graduating from Gymnasia
Rchavis in Jerusalem and com-
pleting her military service, Sagy
went to Spain. “I thought that if

[learning flamenco] was what I

wanted to do, there was no point
in starting to study in Israel and
then going to Spain.”

So for 18 months Sagy studied

about six hours a day in Madrid.
“But I did not have enough
money to stay there forever, so I

returned to Israel and began to

perform and teach. Yet each and
every year I returned to Spain and
continued my studies.”

In J 992. Sagy joined a flamen-
co group for a six-month lour in

Mexico during which she was
injured in a serious car accident,
and returned home to recover.

“By that lime. I realized that

there is no point in splitting my
life between Jerusalem and

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

Madrid. It was as if 1 did not have
any real home, any real place of
my own.’*

Professionally “there is no way
to develop here. The level in

Israel reaches a certain point and
that is that. So you must go to

Spain to further your studies. 1

know some people might be
offended by what 1 say, but this is

the iTuth.'*

So now Sagy makes her home
in the Spanish capital where she
regularly appears in flamenco
clubs and works with various
local ensembles. And still, at least

once a year, she returns here to

perform. “I just did a great show

at the Jerusalem Theater. It was
sold out and many interested peo-
ple could not get in. Next time I’ll

do a bigger tour and perform in

Tel Aviv, too."

Flamenco, Sagy explains, is

much more than castanets and
exotic Spanish music. “Flamenco
is a combination of music,
singing and dancing. It is an art

form which was developed in

Andalusia by gypsies who knew
how to weave a magical concoc-
tion from the influences of vari-

ous cultures that flourished
there.”

WHILE FLAMENCO can be
traced back to the 14th century,

its real boost came in the 19th

century with the introduction of

new rhythms, some Western ones,

others South American.
“Flamenco is an art form that

derives from the lower depths of

society and in that way it is very

similar to the blues." In the last

half a century flamenco has
developed one step further. “It

used to be much simpler, but now
more instruments have been
added as well as elements from
other dance styles. It ail began
with Paco de Lucia who added
the flute and the percussion to his
flamenco ensemble.”
In recent decades, flamenco has

broken from tiny flamenco clubs
where it was nurtured to huge the-

aters and festivals.

Classic comes
to a bad end

“There are many large compa-

nies and huge acts, and in a way it

does take away from the refine-

ment of the art form. But it also

helps in the overall recognition of

flamenco."

Flamenco is an individual’s art,

Sagy says. “The big companies
changed that as well, but the good
ones enable their members to

dance solos too and not just

splashy group numbers.”

Flamenco is, above all, some-;

thing the audience feels. “2 started

because I saw a show and fell in

love. You must feel flamenco first

and foremost. After that, you
have to work a lot to obtain a
great technical base. You need
rhythm and a little musical!ty.
Without that, you cannot suc-
ceed.”

And although flamenco flour-

ishes all over the world, “in Spain
there are too many artists and by
far too little work."

FILM REVIEW
ADINA HOFFMAN

THE SCARLET LETTER

Directed by Raked Jeff'£. Written by Douglas
Day Stewan, from tbc novel by Nathaniel
Hawthorne. Hebrew title: Ot Kolon. 130 min-
iiies, English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.

Children under 17 not admitted without an
adult.

Hester Prynne
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THREE-quarters of the way
through Roland Jofft’s The
Scarlet Letter, die follow-

ing thought skittered, rat-like,

across my min± A print of this

movie should be packed tightly in

a waterproof case and buried, to

be unearthed and examined by
anthropologists and film histori-

ans in the year 2096.
Not, mind you, because the

movie, “freely adapted from the

novel by Nathaniel Hawthorne,"
is some timeless masterpiece. No.
a complete disaster from its very

first frames, the picture merits

preservation because it sums up
more pithily than any other film

of the last several years the cur-

rent, mindboggiing state of

Hollywood hubris.

If only this were ajoke.

_Alast it’s dead serious. Not only

*1 and s^ptwriter Douglas
1 C taniflrfV’' VftfulStiftn ' aF” Ttiaay’ StewSrtV rendition, o?' The

Scarlet Letter,one of the dumbest
screen treatments of ' a classic

novel on record, it's more hostile

to the original text than any other

film adaptation of a book that 1

can remember. And their travesty

of Hawthorne hardly qualifies as

an “interpretation” or “alternative

reading." The creepiest thing

about the movie — and wbat
makes il impossible to simply
laugh away - is the maniacal glee

we feel on the part of the film-

makers as they sack and bum the

book. .

Gone is Hawthorne’s measured
account of the trials visited on
serene Hester Prynne, a seam-
stress forced by the Puritan

authorities to wear die mark of

disgrace, a bright red A on her

bodice, for her crime of adultery

with a man she refuses to name.
Gone is that man, the pale preach-
er Arthur Dimmesdale, whose life

is literally leeched away by his

secret remorse and Hester's
Mephistophelean husband, the
coldly bookish Roger Chilling-

worth.

Instead, Joff6 and Stewart give
us a sunny, uplifting, post-femi-

nist love story from which all that

pesky religious and psychological

ambiguity of Hawthorne’s has

been banished. (In order to make
every last detail absolutely crystal

clear, they provide a full hour of
hot-and-heavy screen action

before arriving at the point where
the book's narrative even begins.)

This Hester Prynne (Demi
Moore) is a tough sex-kitten who
wears her hair in a bun and
Hassidjc sidelocks and who
seems, despite her 17th-century

birthdate, to have spent some time

curled up with Our Bodies. Our
Selves. She loves to lounge in a
candlelit bath and spy on
Reverend Dimmesdale (Gary
Oldman) when he’s skinny dip-

ping. His long stringy tresses and
drooping mustache give him the

look of a heavy-metal rock star

and make Hester go weak in the

knees. He thinks she’s cute too.

Soon, they throw themselves at

each othenilwith dialogue that

sounds like Jackie 'Coffins read

aloud by 1 the guys<fwan‘-Monty
Python. (“Oh Hester! I dreamed
of thee speaking thy heart!” “Oh
Arthur! I love thee and I cannot

live without thee!”) A slow-

motion tumble in the bay ensues.

One of the most inscrutably

orgiastic sex scene in recent R-
rated movie memory, this

sequence cuts back and forth

between Hester and Dimmesdale
getting it on in the barn and

Metuba, a black slave girl, splash-

ing around ecstatically in Hester’s

bathtub, as a symbolic scarlet bird

watches....

But the film is full of bowlers

too numerous to list. These range

from the sing-song voice-over

narration by Hester's grown
daughter. Pearl, to the politically

correct addition of subplots about

the oppressed Algonquin tribes

Joaney baloney
vs Joan of art

NEW RELEASES
TIRZAH AGASSI

‘OI

Nathaniel Hawthorne wouldn't recognize Hester and Arthur's frolic in the New England woods.

and the downtrodden Salem
witches, to a singularly dreadful

performance by Robert Duvall, as

Chillingworth. Arguably the most
complicated character in

Hawthorne's novel, he’s plain

psychotic here - reduced to a

wild-eyed wife beater.

The cheert'ul ending has already

been widely attacked, and even

defended by some (including nov-

elist Joyce Carol Oates, who
wrote that the film's close is much
more female, of all things, than

the book's, in w hich Dimmesdale
collapses and dies after publicly

confessing his sin, and Hester
Jives on into old, lonely age).

Personally. I had no particular

complaints about the way Hester,

Dimmesdale and little Pearl rode

off into the sunset. Happiness,

they say, is seeing Lubbock,
Texas, in vour rearview mirror.

H St. Teresa higher
[than the moon" sings

Joan Osborne, her
voice sweet yet rough around the
edges, on the haunting opening cut
of Relish (Helicon). The sounds of
mandolins and images of rosaries
mingle in a dreamlike story that

keenly conveys the sorrow and
hunger of drug dependency.

Ir's a wonderful song and
Kentucky-born blueswoman
Osborne is a young artist with
which to be reckoned.
Unfortunately, however, her deliv-

ery and selection of material are

still a little uneven.
There are some great standouts

here. Most notably “One Of Us,"
the surprise hit which muses
“What if God was one of us/ Just a
slob like one of us?” and
“Spiderweb,” a rollicking, wildly

witty ode to the spirit of Ray
Charles.

But when Osborne gets down
with “Right Hand Man." an irrev-

erent description of masturbation,

its repetitive music loses the
impact of its surprising lyrics. The
same can be said for “Let’s Just

Get Naked.” It’s good clean,

naughty fan that must get the

crowds on the East Coast blues

club scene screaming. But it's not

exactly original.

Osborne has talent and wicked
honesty on her side. When she

sings high and clear, she's one of a
land, an inspired, crazy angel. But
when she digs throatily into the

rocking blues she sounds like a

young Bonnie Raitt on a fair-to-

middling day.

The same can be said of her back-

up band. When they gel really

whacked out, as with thejungle beat

of “Spiderweb.” they go to exciting

new places. But when they get

bogged down in hammering home
the same old “1 feel lousy and/or

rebellious” blues theme, genius flies

straight out of the window.

THERE IS a lot of musicon
Sleepwalk (NMC), a three-CD

collection of instrumentals.

Some of it is fascinatingly paced

- for example the first disc which

opens with The Shadows’

“Apache” moving through The
Tornados' *Telstar,'‘ The Village

Stompers’ “Washington Square"
and into film themes “March
From The River Kwai,” “The
Magnificent Seven,” “The Good,
The Bad And The Ugly," “A
Fistful Of Dollars” and TV's
“Bonanza."
The collection also offers oodles

of easy-listening pieces. Perhaps
familiarity is the factor that makes
“The Pink Panther Theme” and
“Love Theme from Romeo and
Juliet" so much more palatable
than the string of waltzes.

'•

If you like instrumentals and
movie sound tracks, items like the

Dave Brubeck Quartet's “Take
Five,” “Chariots of Fire" and evep
a section of Beethoven's Fifth

Symphony should appeal. But 73
instrumentals back to back? The
word “overkill” comes to mind.

THE NINETIESSo Far (HedAm)
is a meticulously selected collec-

tion of 17 songs worth keeping.

The off-the-wall “What’sUp” by
the 4 Non Blonds may not be Rock,

'o' Roll Hall of Fame material, but

it does have the sharp edge of that

moment in which a group fronted

by an oddly shaped San Francisco

lesbian broke through onto MTV.
Ugly Kid Joe’s cover of “Cats in

the Cradle,” a lovely acoustic tune

about absent fathers that was a hi1

in the '70s, is a sad reminder of the

current situation in which, to para-

phrase humorist Fran Uebowitz:
die lower classes have no fathers,

the^middle class have no mothers

and the upper classes have neither

Meanwhile, Tom Petty & The
Heartbreakers provide guitar wiz-

ardry with “Learning To Fly.” The
Pretenders deliver with the ballad

“I’ll Stand By You” and REM rec-

ommend that you just “Drive.”

Country singer k-d. Jang gets deqp
with "Constant Craving,” Vaya
Con Dios get dramatic with

“Heading For A Fall." Red Hot
Chili Peppers cut through with

“Soul to Squeeze” and the

Scorpions give us the inspirational,

powerful ballad “Wind of

Change."
These are quite simply good

songs. Sure the corn abounds. But

isn't tugging at the heartstrings

what music for the masses was, is,

and always will be about?

Electronics: New music, but old ideas Finkel: A stage lion in winter

THE Musica Nova Consort

program focusing on the

interplay,between electronic

technology and music stimulated

neither the intellect nor die emo-
tions.

Hagar Kadima’s Gestures of
Surprising Endings merely restates

a number ofconventional cadences
used in the Classical aod Romantic
eras, adjusting them slightly ft)

more “modem" harmonics-
' Francis White’s WinterAconites,

echoes electronicjazz a la Weather

Report, pieces by John Cage,

Morton . Feldman’s minimalism
and -George Crumb’s silences.

White keeps the frustrated listener

below the minimal 7 threshold of

stimulation necessary to keep our

mental balance.

Charles Dodge’s Any Resem-
blance is Purely Coincidental also

gyms to suffer from absence of

inventiveness. He thus uses

Caruso’s voice in Pagliacd. He
changes pitches and causes distor-

tion, but besides some funny

moments the piece’says nothing.

'

Rather similar is H Nome by
Richard Karpen, who juxtaposes

electronic and concrete sounds,

including the voice ofa singer with

a live soprano, pact. Hundreds of

such pieces already exist, and most

of them are just poor imitations of

what Pierre Hemy had already

done significantly in his master-

piece, Le M)ile d'Orphee, in 1953.

All these pieces are a rather cruel

testimony to a complete bankrupt-

cy of musical creativity.

Also on the program was Arik

Shapings controversial electronic

opera. The Kastner Trial, which,

nnlike the previous works, avoids

eclecticism and recycling of any

kind. It does, however, raise anoth-

er issue. Does this particular pre-

sentation of acoustic material

based on the actual texts of the

court proceedings ready help as

apprehend the magnitude of the

CONCERT ROUNDUP

subject and its colossal political

implications?

Enav Center. Gan Ha'ir. TelAviv,

February 29.

Benjamin Bar-Am

IN an all-Bacb program of the

Rehovot Camerata’s subscription

concert No. 5, conducted by Avner
Biron, the opening Triple Fugue
provided the evening’s most pro-

foundly impressive moments. The
unfinished work combined intri-

cate yet transparently woven tex-

ture with all-pervading spirituality,

coming to an abrupt end.

Xenia Meijer from the

Netherlands, in Cantatas No. 109

Cl believe, dear Lord, help my
Disbelief”) and No. 103 (“Ye shall

be weeping”), sounded pleasantly

soft when audible, but mostly dis-

tant and weak, particularly in the

low tones, which is not precisely

what one experts from a mezzo-

soprano.The Swiss tenor Hans Jurg

Rjckenbacber is bright and clear but

sang matter-of-factiy, in a manner
imisfitting the texL The Jerusalem

Rubin Academy Choir has some
delightfully glamorous female voic-

es, while the nude ones sound

insignificant mid undernourished.

In theConcerto for FTute, Violin,

Harpsichord and Smugs. Iris

Goffer, Yuri Glucbovsky and Iris

Globerson displayed well-consoli-

dated teamwork. That’s worth

being grateful for in the absence of

a discernible personal note of each

individual artist

Jerusalem Theater. February 28.

Ury Eppstein

FOR die first time in 60 years,

since Wagner’s music was silenced

in Israel, it was beard again -

though still somewhat bashfully

disguised as a Liszt piano tran-

scription of Isolde's Love Death —

in the Youth at the Center series’

recital of Sasha Toperich.

Wagner’s heart-oppressed emo-
tionalism was expressed with

exciting intensity, and Liszt's mur-

derously demanding technical

challenges were answered with

brilliant virtuosity.

First performances of Israeli

pieces, Dina Smorgonsky's Sir

Haiku and Ido Shirom’s Sonata-

Fantasia, proved strongly contrast-

ing with each other. The Japanese

poetic haiku form was represented

musically by concise, delicate

vignettes, suggestively stimulating

the imagination. Shirom. on the

other hand, displayed exuberant,

overflowing, adolescent emotion;

the piece was simplistically over-

stated.

Toperich. 23. a recent immigrant

from Sarajevo, displayed outstand-

ing musicality in three ot

Beethoven’s less-known sets of

Variations, and Chopin mazurkas.

He has an enjoyably light hand that

nevertheless is capable of produc-

ing weighty, resounding chords.

HS uell-developed sense of musi-

cal form, ability to shape melodic

phrases and use of abundant
dynamic nuances make him atten-

tive to detail without losing sight

of the whole. His rendition of "the

mazurkas was departed from the

usual elegant interpretation and
highlighting their folk(one roots.

Jerusalem Music Center,

Mishkciutr Shii’ufhftiiin. Man-h /.

Ury Eppstein

SCENES from The Marriage of
Figaro were presented at the Israel

Sinfonietta. Beershehu’s popular

“Jewels of the Opera" No. ? series.

Conductor Stanley Sperber opted

for secure tempi and standard inter-

pretation of Mozan's masterpiece.

There were m> surprises either

from the cast; Si van Rotcm
( Susanna i. Robin Weisel-Capsuio

(Cherubino and the countess? and

Yuri Kissin ( Figaro i. All possess

confidenL well-trained voices and

schooled acting technique.

However, a thinner voiced, more
vulnerable baritone. Viktor Kotek

brought life and dramatic presence

to the role of Count Almaviva.

Beers ht'ba Gm.sen uior}

Max Stem

CONFESSIONS OF
AN ACTOR

Homage iu Shimon Finkct on bis Wth binh-
djy. ArrmiecJ t»\ Shimon Finkel after Anton
Chekhov bireciion. Yonm Falk. Desicn. Iris

Reiinskv Music, EfTi Shosham. Lighting,

Aryeh kjir. Hebrew ude. IWui shtl Sohknn.

At BimarteL Hahimah National Theater.

Cast: Shimon Finkel in extracts from
The Merchant of Venice, Hamlet,

Othello. King Lear and Boris
Goudunov among others.

F INKEL'S 50-minute solo

performance marks more
than mere homage to a non-

Mnp. nonagenarian wonder. The
fact that he holds the stage all that

time delivering his lines without

the slightest hesitation, without a

prompter, without a sign of physi-

cal or emotional exhaustion is iu

THEATER REVIEW

NAOMI DOUDAI

itself a remarkable feat

Turned out in rakish top hat and

tails, he toners onstage in the per-

sona of a drunken actor looking

back. We watch him in wonder

parading all his greats. But for

many of us, remembering him in

his most formidable roles, there is

no doubt that the greatest of them

all is Finkel playing Finkel.

If only as an exercise in nostal-

gia accompanied by a sense of

d£jb vu, this is a moving evening.

But it also has the quality of a his-

toric document. As a living record

of the time-tested histrionic tricks

of an old school of acting, it

makes its mark.

The fads and foibles, boisterous

mannerisms, the unbridled ardor,

the heartrending pathos of the

original Habimah school are all

recalled here. But above all wbai

is registered in the grand manner

with all its posturing and poses is

the pure passion of the old-time

player for his stage and his single-

minded dedication to his chosen

metier.

In the audience were those who

had not seen Finkel perform

before. Here they had their first

encounter with the old-fashioned

Russian style and Russian inflec-

tion that dominated the early

Hebrew stage. Judging by the fer-

vor of their applause, this was for

the youngsters as unforgettable an

experience as il was for their

elders.

YITZHAK RABIN

mis LAST WEEKS ON
WEEK WEEK CHARTS ARTIST TITLE

#1 1 9 VARIOUS ARTISTS RABIN - GOODBYE FRIEND
«2 2 4 NICK CAVE MURDER BALLADS
#3 a 17 MADONNA SOMETHING TO REMEMBER
#4 6 S OASIS MORNING GLORY
S5 4 4 SIVAN SHAVIT THIS BLUE-GRAY LIGHT
H6 5 4 ABBA GOLD
57 13 13 FILM SOUND TRACK PRISCILLA
58 21 11 SADIE BEST OF
59 12 2 VARIOUS ARTISTS WALKING IN A DREAM
510 9 21 FILM SOUND TRACK DANGEROUS MINDS
#11 8 23 ARAKADI DUCHIN ARKADI DUCHIN
#12 11 17 VANGEUS VOICES
#13 10 8 FILM SOUND TRACK 1492
#'4 7 9 RfTA GRAND LOVE
5L5 11 10 YEHUDA POL1KER THE CHILD IN YOU

Tower Records' top-selling albums for the previous week RE - re-entry

The life of Israel's late Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin

is presented on CD-ROM through news extracts,

clips, and movies. Afitting contribution tovrarefc

sharing his experiences as man, soldier, chief of

staff, rationalleader and international peacemaker

- experiences which are aff landmarks in this

century’s world history. Produced by Nes

Multimedia, works on windows or Mac.
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VISA QlSC/MC

To; r—“ffg .s? Hie Jerusalem Post,

P0B 81, Jerusalem 91000.

Please send me copies of Yitzhak Rabin: The

Great Moments. Enclosed is my check payable to

The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:
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Strauss: Unilever

hasn’t changed local

investment plans
GAUT UPK1S BECK

UNILEVER has made no changes

in its regional investment plans,

Strauss Ice Cream general manag-
er Shaul Sbelach said yesterday.

Strauss has recently entered a

strategic partnership with the

British-Dutch packaged consumer

goods giant.

Unilever will contribute to

Strauss Ice Cream’s development

of new products and help develop
its presence on the local market as

part of its partnership agreement

with the company, the Strauss

executive said.

Sbelach said Unilever has long-

term plans to expand Strauss

activities to all of the Middle East

but at this stage, there are no spe-

cific plans. He emphasized the

recent wave of suicide attacks

have not stalled Unilever's devel-

opment plans for the company.
Unilever purchased a SO percent

stake in Strauss ice-cream divi-

sion in September, 199S in the

framework of the giant interna-

tional food and consumer product
makers plans to increase its activ-

ities in the Middle East region.

The agreement was signed with

the intention of contributing to

Strauss technological know-how
and to add Unilever brand names
to the Strauss line of products.
“The partnership with Unilever

will be seen mainly in major
strategic decisions,” said Michal

Strauss, chairman of Strauss Ice

Cream.
Commenting on Strauss's

expected sales for 1996, Sbelach

predicted the company will main-
tain its leading position in the

$170m. market but refused to

reveal profit and sales figures. He
said the company's recent merger
with Whitman has not only
increased its line of ice-creams

but also improved its distribution

network.
Sbelach said the fire which

damaged its Acre facility six

months ago has been restored and
as a result of the introduction of

new equipment, the factory’s pro-

duction capacity has increased SO
percent.

Propper: Increase

in terrorism won’t
deter foreign investors

GAUT UPKIS BECK

THE wave of suicide attacks will

not freeze foreign investments

aimed at establishing Israel as a
regional headquarters, Osem
President Dan Ptopper said yes-

terday, responding to fears in the

capital markets that foreigners

might turn their backs at a terror-

ism-plagued Middle East
According to Propper, who also

serves as president of the

Manufacturers Association, for-

eign investors are aware that the

peace process is notbound to pro-
ceed smoothly.

He said the reaction of foreign

investors to terrorist attacks in the

past has demonstrated that they

are not easily deterred.

“Whoever enters Israel with

the intention of establishing a

presence in the Middle East
knows that there are ups and
downs in the region, but eventu-

ally peace will be achieved,”

Propper said.

Commenting on Nestle, which
currently has a 4.9% stake in

Osem Industries, Propper said

Osem will benefit if Nestle goes
ahead with plans to increase its

share.

Nestle has an option to pur-

chase about a 10% share of the

company’s shares, which it has to

exercise by July 1996.

Aladdin signs letter of intent to buy FAST
RACHEL NEIMAN

ALADDIN Knowledge Systems has signed a letter of intent to acquire

FAST Software Security.

Aladdin said yesterday the transaction will consistof 3.15 million Aladdin

shares, plus an additional number of shares whose total value is $8m.
FAST is one of the world's three largest international software securi-

ty firms, with 1995 revenues of $13im. Company headquarters are in

Munich, Germany.
“Aladdin will continue to develop, promote and support both the

Hardlock and HASP product lines,” said Aladdin president Yanki

MargaliL “The merger will position the joint company as the industry

leader.” Maigaiit added that the move would also position Aladdin as a

leading software security provider in Europe.
Aladdin has also signed a letter of intent to acquire all the software

security related assets of Glenco Engineering, FAST’S North American
independent licensee, for S5m. Glenco is responsible for marketing,

sales and support of Hardlock products in the Americas, the Far East and
the Pacific Rim.

Andrew Peck
Associates Inc.
Reach URL markets
by phone or fax from
anywhere in the world

Our telephone and tax lines are always open. 'SffiSi.,

We can assure you of fast, accurate executions

performed by our knowledgeable brokers. Join the

10,000 independent investors and money managers

worldwide who currently trade with Andrew Feck Associates.
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Underwriters concerned

terror attacks may
delay IDB’s share offer

THE wave of terrorise attacks may
cause a delay in Israel Discount
Bank’s share offering on the Tel

Aviv Stock Exchange Thursday,
underwriters said yesterday.

The underwriters said the recent

terrorism attacks are hindering the

business community's ability to

function.

A source dose to the offering

said, “If- everything continues to

operate as usual, the offering will

take place. But if we continue to

have explosions it will be vety

difficult for people to make busi-

ness decisions.”

Capital market analysts said the

success of the offering is primarily

dependent on foreign investors par-

ticipation, adding that the recent

suicide attacks may deter some of

the foreign investors. But sources

in touch with institutional investors

abroad said it is not likely that they

will withdraw their pre-committ-

ments to purchase stock.

“Just like people did not run

away from London after the

explosion, there is no reason why
they should not invest here now.

GAUT UPKIS BECK

Terrorism is an international prob-

lem. I expect investors to behave
rationally and take the bank and

the economy into account in mak-
ing their decisions.'’

Thirty-five European institu-

tional investors have pre-commit-
ted to purchase 36 million shares,

equivalent to 60% of the total

stock offered for the sale of 14%-
16% of Discount Bank. The mini-

mum price was set at N1S 332.
The government expects to imme-
diately raise about NIS 215.5m.
from the issue.

Among the investors are

Republic (Guernsey) Investments,

the investment fund of Republic

Bank which is owned by the Safra

family, which pre-committed to

purchase 10 million shares, for

NIS 33 per share. Other foreign

investors include Bank Sal
Oppenheim, Scottish Widows
Investments Management.
Societe Generate and Rotbschid

Asset Management
According to one analyst, the

Traders at the Barcelona Bourse watch PopularParty leaderJose Maria Azzzar during a live TV
interview yesterday. Markets punished Spanish bond prices and the peseta in revenge for a gen-
eral election result which dashed their hopes of the conservatives, led by Aznar, gaming an over-

all majority in parliament (Reuter)

Bill giving land ownership rights

to kibbutzim, moshavim passes first reading
EVELYN GORDON

MEMBERS of kibbutzim and moshavim would If not, the cc

receive ownership rights to their lands, according to and third readi

a bill approved with wide support for first reading by Goldschmid
the Knesset Finance Committee yesterday. raoshavnikim

Currently, members of kibbutzim and moshavim gains on the Ic

pay nothing for their land, but in return have no own- cally grants fo.

ership rights, and therefore cannot use the land as However, hi

collateral for mortgages or other loans. be differential

The bill, by Elie Goldschmidt (Labor) and Anat country paying

Maor (Meretz), would recognize ldbbutznikim and • people who ha

moshavnildm that have been living on their lands for periods of tixm

at least 25 years as capitalized lessees with a 98-year “Everyone i

lease. rural sector, fr

This means they would have ownership rights ship, is abnorr

worth 91% of the land - the same as the rights of one else in the

apartment owners who do not own their land. gage on his lac

The committee left the most thorny issue unsettled. This bill, he

however that of how much the fanners will have to as a matter of.

pay for their ownership rights. Goldschmidt give a boost t<

explained that the kibbutzim and moshavim are cur- moshavim by j

rently negotiating this issue with the Israel Lands use to obtain ]

Administration, and if a satisfactory compromise is strapped kibbu

reached, the bill might not even need to be passed. collateral whic

Trafalgar House, owner of QEII,

agrees to bargain takeover
LONDON (Reuter) Trafalgar

House pic, the luxury cruise liner

group that operates the Queen
Elizabeth n, agreed yesterday to a

bargain-price £904 million

takeover by Norwegian shipping

conglomerate Kvaerner.

Ending what newspapers have

called “five years of unremitting

gloom, mismanagement and loss-

es" for Traflagar, Kvaerner bid 50

pence for each ordinary share and

80 pence each for Trafalgar's con-

vertible preference shares.

Analysts expea Kvaerner to

Opting fora bull’s eye, f

every time? f

Let us handle your l

portfolio. m

(|jpiStackut

Pwffo&) Umgeotoi Co. lid.P'T; fjwjt
A MaubtrOf toss/ Jm
PtoMnf&Mlffi/pap. jHIHI
JOH/0S 7ELBMMC
UAL 0^S129Tt1 FROM8AM TO tIPM.

sell off Trafalgar’s luxury cruise

line Cunard, which suffered losses

of £16.4m. in tbe last financial

year after a public relations disas-

ter over a botched refit of its QEII
flagship.

Kvaerner, with a market capi-

talization of £900m., is smaller

than its bid target and analysts say

it is mainly interested in

Trafalgar's engineering and con-

struction businesses, which
include Britain’s Davy and
Sofresid of France.

Hongkong Land, which has

been calling most of the shots at

Trafalgar since it evicted the pre-

vious management led by proper-

ty tycoon Sir Nigel Broackes and

Sir Eric Parker, is part of the

Keswick family's Jardine

Matheson Asian business empire.

The Keswicks originally invest-

ed in Trafalgar to reduce Jardine's

exposure to Hong Kong ahead of

the Chinese takeover in 1997. But
even after sinking £325m. into the

troubled conglomerate and fol-

lowing a string of rights issues,

they failed to turn the group

around.

Trafalgar’s fortunes took a fur-

ther hit list year when it failed in

a £13 billion bid to buy cash-

spinning British regional electric-

ity company Northern Electric.

If not, the committee will decide before the second
and third readings.

Goldschmidt said the kibbutznikim and
raoshavnikim are demanding the same kinds of bar-

gains on the lease payments which the ILA periodi-

cally grants for long-term urban leases.

However, he said, he expects the payment scale to

be differential, with kibbutzim in die center of the

country paying more than those on the peripheiy, and
• people who have been living on their land for longer
periods of time paying less.

“Everyone agrees that the situation in the agricul-

tural sector, from the point of view of land owner-
ship, is abnormal," Goldschmidt said. “There is no
one else in the country who... cannot obtain a mort-
gage on his land"
This bill, he said, is meant to correct the anomaly

as a matter of justice. However, be said it will also

give a boost to financially strapped kibbutzim and
moshavim by giving them collateral which they can

use to obtain loans.also give a boost to financially

strapped kibbutzim and moshavim by giving them
collateral which they can use to obtain loans.

>f QEII, Bezeq,
over Nortel sign

‘intelligent

ic relations disas- network’ deal
i refit of its QEII BEZEQ yesterday signed an

. agreement with Telrad and
ha market capi- Nortel (Northern Telecom) for
DOm., is smaller the development of an “intelli-
t and analysts say gent network” that will serve the

interested in company in the coming years.
leeriDg and con- Nortel, a large US company, is

nessiM, which represented in Israel by Telrad
t s Davy and The $12 million deal will be
*

_

.

_ implemented by the summer of
and which has 1997, Nortel manufactures plat-
>t of the shots at forms for the supply of value-
evictai the pre- added services attached to exist-

at led by proper-
jng digital phone exchanges.

>el Broackes and These can be used for billing,
“ part of the dynamic routing of calls depend-

iily s Jardine jng on the time of day and the
business empire. caller, voting, marketing, and
originally invest- virtual-reality services,
reduce Jarimcs Jud^ Siegel
l Kong ahead of -

>ver in 1997. But CORRECTION
;
£325m. into the CONTRARY to what appeared

nerate and fol- here yesterday, Teva
of rights issues, Pharmaceutical Industries has
turn the group made no announcement whatso-

ever concerning the American
tunes took a fur- Food and Drug Administration’s
when it failed in impending decision pertaining to

id to buy cash- the company’s product Copaxone,
egjonal electric- We apologize for any consequent
hem Electric. misunderstanding.

MKs fail to pass newI

electricity bill

before IEC’s

franchise expires I

^7*

feeling among local investors is

that foreign investors will have to

play a major role in the Bank
Discount offering in order to

make it succeed.

“The basic feeling among local

investors is that tbe offering is

okay, but not very attractive at the

set price. But. if the foreign

investors go in in a big way, like

they did in the case of IsroteL, it

could be a good offering,” the

analyst said.

According to Discount Bank's
prospectus published at tbe end
of last week. Discount Bank will

have to sell its shares in First

International Bank in addition to

its shares in Mercantile Discount
Bank, in line with bank law.

Discount Bank currency controls

26.45% of First International's

share capital and about 1

1

% of its

voting rights.

Discount Bank will also have to

sell its 35% stake in Israel Credit

Cards, which issues the Visa cred-

it card here and also sell its shares

in the Workers Compensation
Fund.

THE Knesset plenum will decide

whether the Israel Electric

Corporation's virtual monopoly

should be extended for another 10

years or only for six, the Knesset

Finance Committee decided yes-

terday.

Meanwhile, in an embarrassing

failure for the government, the

Knesset was unable to pass the

new electricity bill before tbe

DECs 70-year franchise expired at

midnight last night
However, the legal vacuum

should not affect the electricity

supply.

“From a legal standpoint every-

one knows the new bill will be
retroactive to March 4,” explained
Knesset legal adviser Zvi Inbar.

“Since the alternative is to cut off

the country's electricity, even a

legal formalist like me says [the

IEC] should continue."

The Finance Committee had
made massive efforts to finish the

bill before tbe franchise expired,

and finally voted on it yesterday

morning, intending to bring it to

the plenum for its second and
third readings that afternoon.

However, deputy speaker
Ovadia Eli unexpectedly closed

the plenum session before noon,
after MKs and ministers responsi-

ble for presenting the bills on the

agenda repeatedly failed to show
up.

House rules forbid a session to

be reopened once it has been
closed, and while a new session

could theoretically be called,

speaker Sbevafa Weiss accepted
Inbar's assessment that too many
MKs had already left the building

and could not be notified in time

for such a session.

The bill will therefore be
brought to the plenum on
Thursday.

The government, supported by
most of die Labor MKs in the

committee, wants the franchise

extended for 10 years.

However, committee chairman;

Gedalya Gal (Labor) and Meretz
wanted six years, so the MKs
agreed to send both versions to

theplenum, with no recommenda-
tion.

The government is being
strongly backed by the IEC union,

which has threatened not to accept

any changes to the original bill.

Gal has countered by wanting
that his colleagues' public image
will be damaged if they give into

these threats.
.

-
-
j

With the coalition split, thei

opposition could theoretically;

decide the issue.
.

I

However, opposition MKs have

boycotted all discussions and|

most votes on the frill, on tb&

grounds that it maintains the]

EC’s monopoly and therefore]

deserves to be scrapped entirely;

If they continue this practice, the?

government version would proba-j

bly pass. .

;

If tbe opposition turned out ini

force, however, it could thecueti-t

cally cause both proposals to bei

defeated by joining with the govs
eminent for the vote on the Galj

proposal and with Gal and Meretz?

for the vote on the government)

proposal •

•

!

In such a case, the bill wouldfre;

sent back to committee, where the*

opposing groups within the coalH
don would presumably hammer
out a compromise that could be
passed over the opposition’s!

objections.

The bill already includes other!

changes introduced by Gal, of

which the most important is than

private producers will be able to;

sell directly to customers instead;

of only to the IEC.
'

The original bill, though it per-)

mitted 10% of the total electricity;

supply to be produced by private)

films, would have forced these)

companies to sell their electricity;

exclusively to the IEC, which!

would then resell it to customers.
J

The revised bill states that pri-*

vate producers can sell directly to

their customers, using the IEC as!

a carrier, with the IEC receiving aj

fee for this service. The fee will be:

set by a public authority estab-i

lished by the bill. . \

The second major change intro-

duced by Gal is to stren^hen the.

authority. j

Originally, it was supposed to!

be a government body. !

‘—However,- Gal’s changes -state
1

that- Ewe-ef-ihe fivemembers-wilF
be appointed by a public commis-
sion, and the authority will have

its own budget, approved by tbe

Finance Committee, instead of
being funded by the Energy!

Ministry.

Electricity rates will be set by r

tbe entire authority, rather than by
its chairman, and tbe chairman
will be appointed for a five-year

term rather than serving at tbe,

government's pleasure.

EU Commission to present

gloomy economic report
BRUSSELS (Reuter) - The
European Commission will pre-

sent tomorrow its annual econom-
ic report for tbe European Union,
overshadowed by a sharp fall in

the Union's growth forecast for

the current year.

The report will show that EU
economic performance in 1995
was disappointing and that this

year’s growth will also fail to live

up to expectations. Commission
officials said.

Economic Affairs
Commissioner Yves-Thibault de
Silguy has already taken some of
the sting out of the report by
announcing last week that the
Union’s economy was expected to
grow below two percent in 1996,
compared with a 2 .6% forecast
made in November.
The report was already partly

unveiled by de Silguy” a

Commission official said.

De Silguy told the European

.

Parliament the report had
found four main explanations
for the current economic
downturn.

These were a reduction in

stocks, less commitment to reduc-

ing budget deficits, an increase in

interest rates in 1994 and mone-
tary fluctuation.

He cited in particular Germany,

1

France, Britain and Austria for

missing by a percentage point
their budget deficit target for
1995.

The yearly report, which is seen

!

mainly as a backward-looking
exercise, dips into the European
economic situation as a whole, as
well as that of all the EU states

separately.
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Shares rise on

expectations of

company profits
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FEUCE UARANZ

209.33
+0^3%

218.44
+a99%

Two-Sided index Maof index

THE indexes rose yesterday, as

investors anticipated rising com-

pany profits as businesses report

fourth-quarter results over the

next few weeks.

The Tel Aviv Stock Exchange

rebounded after an early-morn-

ing bomb attack in Jerusalem

Sunday, as investors focused on

economic issues.

The market closed yesterday

just as news of the Dtzengoff

bombing was broadcast.

“Investors are more concerned

with corporate profits,” said

Eran Goren, head of institutional'

sales at Tel Aviv investment Firm:

Zannex Securities. “The market,

has shown resilience tp politics.”

The Maof Index rose 0.99 per-

'

cent to 218.44, and the Two-Sid-

ed Index went up 0.83S& to;

209.33. ^
Rising shares on the Maof in-

cluded Teva Pharmaceuticals,*

which gained 2.25%, and Koor'

Industries, which rose 0.75%.

(Bloomberg). 1

Hopes for rate cut

boosts FTSE Index
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - Leading

shares ended higher yesterday,

supported by hopes of a cut in

UK interest rates occurring this

week. But the mood remained

cautious as the market contem-

plated the prospect of a raft of

major corporate results.

The FTSE 100 closed 15.9

points up a 3,768.6, near to the

3,781.3 all-time closing best made

on February 2.

FRANKFURT - German

shares dosed bourse trade down

over half a percentage point as

the market consolidated after re-

cord highs of last week, staying

below the psychologically-crucial

2^00-level, focus on Bunds, dol-

lar and Wall Street opening.

PARIS - French shares fin-

ished slightly slower yesterday as

the bourse consolidated last

week’s gain of over two percent

ZURICH - Swiss shares closed

under the day's highest levels buty

still at a new all-time dosing high-

The SMI rose 15.1 points, or

0.45%, to end at an all-time high

of 3,400.6, and the all-share SFT
also set a new high, up 6.22- 1

points, or 0.28%, to end at*

2^00.03.

TOKYO - Tokyo stocks dosed*,

weaker amid extremely sluggish

.

trading. The key 225-share Nik-. 1

kei average index closed down 1

*

104.75 points, or 0.52%, to

20,063.88.

Stocks soar 64 points
WALL STREET REPORT

‘-1
• ••*

*

7
yE'

NEW YORK (Reuter) - The

Dow Jones industrial average

gained nearly 64 points yesterday

on an explosion of bargain hunt-

ing following last week’s rout.

Based on early and unofficial

data, the Dow Jones index ended

with a gain of 6359 points at

5,600.15 after a rally stalled at

5,629.05 - just shy of the record

closing high of 5,630.49 set on

February 23. In the broader mar-

ket, advancing issues swamped

declines 16-7 on active volume of

419 million shares on the New

York Stock Exchange.
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(Continued from P®S® 1)

ambulances and municipality res-

cue services arrived on the scene,

only 500 meters from the bus

bomb which exploded on Octo-

ber 2a 1994.

GSS chief Ami Ayalon arrived

soon after the bombing. A group

of GSS agents - including Yoram

Rubin, who was injured during

the assassination of late Prime

Minister Yitzhak Rabin - was

among them.

Streets were completely sealed

off and people, many hysterical

searching for their loved ones,

were kept well back from the cen-

ter, while sappers and explosive-

sniffing dogs scoured the area,

including plants, to check for ad-

ditional bombs.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres -

guarded by convoys of vehicles

and gauntlets of GSS agents and

policemen — arrived at the scene,

accompanied by Internal Security

Minister Moshe Shahal and fol-

lowed by Inspector-General As-

saf Hefetz.

Police prevented angry crowds

shouting anti-government slo-

gans from coming anywhere near

his convoy.

“Traitor Peres, death to Ar-

abs. Peres, you're next,” shouted

the demonstrators.

Hefetz confirmed the nature

and size of the bomb, stressing

that it contained nails and pieces

of metal

Tel Aviv set up an emergency

hot line for residents wishing to

find out the fate of their relatives

and friends. Mayor Roirni Mila

said he was relieved that he had

canceled all official Purim cele-

brations following previous at-

tacks.

“We have to wage all-out war

on the Hamas and other terra
-

ta,” he said. "We feared that

something like this could happen

here. Tel Aviv is not exempt

On the glass and carMge-fi^

streets, Hevra KadIs
^

a

ct
-^°

baaS
teers again filled up P|f^.JJS
with body remains and climbed

onto buildings scraping up

^(riio^accustonied to the gris-

ly sights of such attacks, showed

HAMAS
less professional restraint than on

previous occasions. Seasoned •

uniformed policemen and detec-

tives were not ashamed to ex-

press their personal shock and

anger.
, . * •

“You see. they re- butchering

us,” said one chief superinten-

dent. Others conducted political

-

arguments.

One off-duty detective, Ronrn,

who had been shopping in the

center at the time, described the

chaos inside the mall just after

the explosion.

“People were running, scream-

ing - they knew immediately it

was a terrorist attack,” he said.

“There was just one big cloud, ot

smoke, of people. The injured

lay down on the Door and we

helped move them. Glass shat-

tered everywhere. Stores were

wrecked and people who were

able to move didn’t know where

to run. When I got outside the

sadly familiar sights of hands,

legs and binning flesh hit me. 1

wbfl’t forget the blonde head ly-

ing near the bank.”

Outside, Magen David Adorn

personnel and rescue services

evacuated the dead and injured

Bodies were taken to the Abu

Kabir Forensics Institute, while

the wounded were transferred to

IchUov, Beilinson, Meir, Wolfsoo

and Hasharon hospitals.

Security sources said they are

preparing for a continuaDon of

{he wave of terrorist bombings,

as police and sniper units have

been deployed in major cities and

highways. , .

About two hours after the

bombing, an anonymous caller

telephoned Israel Radio and said

the attack was a joint operation

of Hamas and Islamic Jihad. The

caller warned the cabinet, which

met last night in emergency ses-

sion, not to take any steps against

the Islamic groups.

Another anonymous telephone

caller to Israel Radio’s Arabic

service said the bomber was a

member of Islamic Jihad named

Saleh Abdul Rahim from

Ramallah.

Steve Rodan contributed to diis

report

1
a
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No more player

restrictions; UEFA
accepts EU ruling

Women’s
100m

breaststroke

mark set
DURBAN (Reuter) - South

African swimmer Penny Heyns
broke Samantha Riley's 18-

month-old 100 meters breast-

stroke record yesterday with a

powerful performance at the

national championships.

Heyns, swimming in a heat,

clocked 1:07.46 which shaved

0.23 seconds off the Australian’s

marie of 1 :07.69. set at the World
Championships in Rome in 1994.

Twenty-one year old Heyns,
who comes from Amonzimtoti
just south of Durban and studies at

the University of Nebraska, came
close to breaking the record at the

World Student Games in Japan

last year when she clocked
1:07.84. She made no secret of the

fact that she would try again in the

Nationals.

She was also inspired by a

sponsorship deal which would
give her 30,000 rand ($7,690) if

She broke the record.

Heyns finished the the first 50m
in 32.19 seconds, lost some time

with a below-par turn and then

powered home to take the record.

The new record will add spice

to the event at Olympic Games in

Atlanta next July when the two

next meet.

Riley has had a difficult few
weeks after testing positive for a

banned pain killer. She was let off

with a warning rather than a ban
after an inquiry showed her coach
was responsible for mistakenly

giving her the drug.

Bulls sign

Salley,

Wennington
on injured list

CHICAGO (AP) - The Chicago
Bolls yesterday signed center-

forward John Salley to a 10>day
contract and placed backup cen-

ter Bill Wennington on the
injured list with a swollen ankle.

The 6-11 Salley spent six years

with the Detroit Pistons from
1986-92, then played for the

Miami Heat for three years-
Earlier this season, be played in

25 games for the expansion
.Toronto Raptors - averaging 6.0

points, 3.9 rebounds and 19.3

minutes a game.
He rejoins other ex-Pisfons

Dennis Rodman and James
Edwards on die Btills,; ;^ ai;

Last night’s Maccabi Tel Avtv-

Hapoel Eilat National Basketball

League game was postponed due
to the terrorist explosion.

BRUSSELS (Reuter) - Soccer

clubs can field as many European

Economic Area fEEA) players as

they like after UEFA finally and

officially accepted the major rec-

ommendations of the Bosnian rul-

ing yesterday.

UEFA. European soccer's gov-

erning body, confirmed in two let-

ters to the European Commission
that it had scrapped its transfer fee

system and “3+2” nationality

restrictions for teams playing in

its competitions.

That means big clubs such as

AC Milan, Barcelona, Real

Madrid and Manchester United

can all play as many European
Economic Area (EEA) players in

their teams as they wish instead of

being limited to just three plus

two assimilated players.

The EEA comprises the 15 EU
states plus Iceland, Liechtenstein

and Norway.

An assimilated player is one

who has been with the club for

five years and has come up from

the youth team.

The Commission is still exam-
ining the question ofhow to apply

the Bosnian ruling to players from
regions such as Eastern Europe

that have special pacts with the

Union.

UEFA’s move, a response to

Commission pressure following

the European Court of Justice's

Bosman ruling last December,

removed the immediate threat that

UEFA would be fined for failing

to accept the decision.

Uncertainty remains, however,
over the future of domestic trans-

fer systems, since UEFA's conces-

sions apply only to players mov-
ing between clubs in different

countries.

In January the Commission
gave UEFA six weeks to end its

age-old system for transfers of

players whose contracts had

expired and its “3+2'’ rule limiting

teams to fielding a maximum of

three foreign players and two

“'assimilated" foreigners.

The Bosnian ruling, named for

Belgian player Jean-Marc
Bosnian who challenged UEFA,
said that the transfer system and
foreign player limits violated EU
treaty provisions guaranteeing

workers the right to move freely

across borders within the

European Union.
UEFA said in London last

month that a voluntary agreement
by clubs to retain the 3+2 restric-

tion for the rest of this season's

European club competitions
would remain in place.

Almost without acception. the

clubs signed what they termed a

gentlemen's ruling to abide by
thid year's rules.

Ajax faces tough test

in Champions Cup
LONDON (Reuter) - Ajax Amsterdam's caliber as

European champions will be severely tested when it

travels to Germany to play Borrusia Dortmund in the

first leg of their Champions' Cup quarter-final tomor-

row.

The Dutch side has been on the slide since the mid-
winter break in the Netherlands, with events both on
and off the pitch conspiring against them.

Injuries mean they will be without winger Marc
Overmars and striker Martijn Reuser for the rest of

the season, while Finnish striker Jari Litmanen has

lost form so badly he is having a break back home.
On Sunday Ajax was beaten in the Dutch League

by Vitesse Arnhem and Van Gaal now has to lift his

team before meeting Dortmund who will be without

German international playmaker Andy Moeller.

There is a fascinating match in prospect in

Madrid where Real hosts Juventus. a renewal of a
rivalry that began in the European Cup as long ago
as 1962 when Real won a quarter-final tie after a

playoff in Paris.

As both teams are out of the running to retain their

domestic titles, winning the European Cup is a prior-

ity for both ofdiem. - .

.

:
L

Juve could be without captain Gianluca Vialll after

he required 1

1

stitches in an ankle gash' picked up
during Saturday's impressive 5-0 away win against

relegation battlers Padova.

Real, who won the last of their record six

European Cups 30 years ago, have looked nothing

like the side that took last year’s championship, and
are currently well off the pace in sixth place.

But their season has had one long bright note, the

confirmation of Raul Gonzalez as a superb striker of

true quality and extraordinary maturity for an 1 8-year

old.

The Italian press was so impressed by the teenag-

er's performance in Europe that they began to talk of
“Raul Madrid”.

The other two quarter-finals pit Nantes against

Spartak Moscow, the only leam to emerge from the

Champions' League with a 100 per cent record, and
Legia Warsaw against Panathinaikos.

The high quality of this season's UEFA Cup quar-

ter-finals is reflected in the fact that five former

European champions are involved in the last eight:

Barcelona, PSV Eindhoven, Bayern Munich.
Nottingham Forest and Milan.

Barcelona faces Eindhoven in one match, while

Forest returns to die Munich stadium where they won
the European Cup in 1979 to play Bayern Munich.
AC Milan faces Bordeaux while Slavia Prague plays

Roma in the fourth quarter-final.

Italian clubs have won the UEFA Cup in six of the

last_ seven jrears and, Milan, playing some superb

fooflyrikl^'Serie A look set to maintain their interest

through to the^semifinals at least.

ReafZaragoza, bidding to become the first club in

the 35-year history of the Cup Winners' Cup to retain

the trophy, makes the short trip to La Coruna for an

all-Spanish quarter-final against Deportivo.

In other matches. Dynamo Moscow plays Rapid

Vienna. Parma hosts Paris Sr Germain and Borussia

Moenchengladbach faces Feyenoord.

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS • M rates
include VAT:
Single Weekday -NIS 99.45 fbr 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.84
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 1521.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
gnlrrtmum),each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (mlrtmian), each additional
word -NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409-50 words (minimum), each ad-
dtionaJ word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 643.50
for 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thiasday.
Tel Aviv end Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 pun. Thursday In Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. TeL 02-B11745,
Fax: 02-618541.

DWELLINGS
Outside Israel

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

RENTALS

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

SALES

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

4 ROOMS, FULLY equipped, in Ezorai
Chen Tel Aviv, from Apm 10th till June
lOtfl 1996. teL 03-699-0713.

5 ROOMS, RAMAT Aviv Glmmel, sea
view, elevator, furnished. Tel. 03-641-
7790.

NORTH TEL AVIV, 3 furnished, luxuri-

ous, + lift. Immediate. 03-5234774.

SALES
JAFFA, FOR SALE/RENT, magnificent
Arab style house wfth view of sea & OW

y, 400 meters bu9L KAV HAYAMTeL 03-

FOR SERIOUS: NORTH, new, 5, 150
sq.m., architectural design, Immediate.
03-6893472.

4, LUXURIOUS, + expensive contents,
sjevator + parking 1 st floor, (municipality)

EXCLUSIVE] OPERA TOWER! 2 high,

1. KAV-j view of sea. S415JXX].
HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-9988.

EXCLUSIVE]! QUIET NORTH of Tel
Avivll Penthouse, 200 sqjn. on a level +
46 sq.m, on roof + au pair unit + pod.
£1,650,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-
9988.

EXCLUSIVE!! ZAHALAI! 1,000 sq.m.
plot/ 160 sq.m, built $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-9988.

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE,
view towards sea. swimming pool, central

air conditioning and vacuum cleaning. Tel.

050-231725, 08-383281.

BUSINESS OFFERS
General

INVESTMENT

HEALTH FOOD BUSINESS seeks
short-term soSd Investment re prospective

export Tei. 08-262-840.

SERVICES
Genera)

COUNSELING/HEALTH

FEEL RELAXED WITH Aromatherapy
by professional ReflexoloflisVMasseur.

TeL 052-681-654 (Amir).

SERVICES
Tel Avtv

HEALTH

FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happy mind,

have a professional massage or shiatsu.

Tel. 03-5602328.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

SALES PERSONNEL

FORGET THE REST1I We are the
bestll The biggest and oldest agency in

Israel. For thehfghest quality Dve-fri jobs

phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

AU PAIR FOR wonderful girl, live In,

good conditions. 03-5105740, 050-
618964.

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
UVE-tN,GOOD conditions, central. TeL
03-688-9866/9.

IMMEDIATE! 1 1 $700 + ROOM AND
board for NICE, experienced mstapetet In

Tal Avtv. Tel. 03-524-2085.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Cali

HSine TO. 03-9659937.

SAVYON, LIVE-IN, EXPERIENCED
housekeeper + cooking, non smoker, ex-
cellent conditions, references. Tel. 03-

534-1036.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African au pair, Ilve-in. central Tel Aviv,

$750 + NIS 200 Immediate bonus. TO. 03-

6201195, 052-452002-Jadde.

WANTED FILIP1NA HOUSEKEEPER
for housework + live-In. good conditions.

TeL 050-350-006.

OFFICE STAFF

HOLIDAY RENTALS KIKAR-MED1NA, 4 + terrace./ Ramat
Aviv Glmmel, 4 , very high standard. YAEL
REALTOR (Maidan) Tel 03-842-6253.HOLIDAY APARTMENTS IN EU-

ROPE, main cities and Monday resorts.
Ideal for famines. TOJFSx 02-767692. DWELLINGS

\

Sharon AreaDWELLINGS 1

Jerusalem RENTALS

RENTALS
for RENT!! HERZUYA Pltuahll GaW
Tcheletll New villa, 500sq.m. plot,
35tteq.m. built + pool. KAV-HAYAM. TO.
03-523-9988.

GERMAN COLONY- (ITALIAN CO-
LONY) Luxury, 2-5 rooms, ftxntshed/urv-

fumtshed. Long term possible. israbulld*

Tel 02-666571.

HERZUYA PITUAH , CHARMING
HOUSE, 3.5 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,

r«5
$2^00, lrtam

SALES HERZUYA PITUAH , OCEANUS
building, 2 bedrooms, facing south, long

ITALIAN COLONY- Hlldesheimer Hats-
flra street, luxury apartments, 4-5, balco-
nies, basement garden, parking. Tel. 02-
617868, 02-666571

.

term. iSam Real Estate, 08-589611.
V

HERZUYA PITUAH FOR RENT AND
SALE- Boriushra houses In prime loca-
tions. Moran Real Estate (Maidan), 08-
5727S9.

tfazorfim Ltd.
Mas ajuniorposition vacant, in tfie *Ea(port iDtpt

Stfmdremenis:

SfytZl-25 * 9sasonnS(e!fU&m0 • Mothertongue EngBsh
|

CosaBCe. ofQfttig • fysidatt cfQusti arm
|

Please apply rn writina to: Hazorflm Ltd.. Mr. Aron Black. Fax: 03-6820172

WANTED: JNLARKETING/SALES PEO-
PLE for exdushm product, salary + com-
mission. (02 )

652-1111 Michel.

GREEK AND ENGLISH SPEAKERS
wanted! High salaryl Call Mfkhael at 03-

57582551

PENTHOUSE FURNITURE LTD.
requires an Experienced Imports Clerk
In charge of suppliers follow-up, ordering and foreign

trade documents. Knowledge of English and Hebrew.

D5-7714/T7 Part-time position. Phone: 09-562133

Requirements:

• Good command of Hebrew and English

• Experience in newspaper advertising a plus

• Self-employed

• Must be Jerusalem area resident

Call: The Jerusalem Post, 02-315633
j

Sun. - Thur., 7:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

West Indies. Ponting went on to make 102. (Renter}

^
9

Richardson restores

West Indies’ pride
j

JAIPUR tReuter) - West Indies

captain Richie Richardson put his

Kenyan nightmare firmly behind

him yesterday with a match-win-

ning 93 not out to restore some
Caribbean credibility at

Australia’s expense in the World
Cup.

Fielding all but one of the side

involved in the shock 73-run
defeat by Kenya last Thursday.

West Indies reached a target of
230 with seven balls and four

wickets to spore in a tense finale

to a group A match they could ill

afford to lose.

Richardson, who admitted the

Kenyan result had humiliated his

learn and been the worst experi-

ence of his life, responded with

his best one-day innings in years

after Brian Lara had departed for

60 with the score on 113.

But it was not until Jimmy
Adams hammered Damien
Fleming for succ^sive friars in

the penultimate over that West
Indies made the game safe and
ensured a quarter-final against

South Africa in Karachi, barring

another miracle win by Kenya
over Sri Lanka in Kandy tomor-
row.

Embassy ofThailand
J

requires
;

INTERPRETER/ !

SECRETARY
with a good command of

English/Hebrew
|

•

Send Curriculum Vitae to: 5 f

P.O.B. 3092, Tel Aviv 61031 s
h

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
AU PAIR, LIVE-IN, RAMAT HASHAR-
ON, En^teh-speaking, some Hebrew pre-

ferable, for care of baby & housework.
Driver's license preferable. Tel. 03-
5409865 (eves.); 03-6951319 (morn-
ings).

PURCHASE SALES
Eilat and South

FOR SALE

h For Sale H
^Equipment for making concreted

iblocks and interlocking bmldingK
stones - machines and materials.?!

Ttl 07-719055, 050-M3651. ShaiilH

PURCHASE SALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE

SEWING MACHINE IN desk; 3 meter
solid walnut butfat/bar. Recflner. Chande-
lier. Miscellaneous. TeL 02-250-762.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:

Advertising Dept.
^

Direct Lines

TEL AVIV

Tel. 03-6390 333
Fax 03-6390 277

JERUSALEM

Tel. 02-315 608

[.Fax 02-388 408

Australia's quarter-final oppo-

nents in Madras will be the losers

of tomorrow's game between
Pakistan and New Zealand.

Their total of 229 for six was
spearheaded by Ricky Ponting,

who made a superb 102 on a pitch

which did not encourage fluent

strokeplay, but Richardson’s obvi-

ous determination ultimately

swung the issue.

West Indies needed 30 off the

last five overs and were undoubtr

edly helped by a reshuffled bat-

ting order which found Adams at

number eight

The sloppy, unprofessional

cricket which put them in trouble

against the Kenyans was barely

evident at any stage, although the

early overs of their reply

promised little.

Makeshift opening pair

Courtney Browne -.and.- Sherwin
Campbell were both” back, in-the

pavilion, ipside ' seven overs, '

Campbell nicking a good one
from Damien Fleming with only
one run on the board and the

recalled Browne being run out for

a fortuitous 10.

That brought Richardson to the

crease to join Lara and. with
Shane Wanie operating as early as

the 13th over, a fascinating game
entered its crucial phase.

Lara was typically flamboyant,

but after racing to his first 50 of
the tournament he skied Mark
Waugh to deep square-leg where
Glenn McGrath took a good run-

ning catch.

His 70-ball innings had at least

given the West Indians some
momentum, and Richardson capi-

talized. He made his runs off 132
balls including 10 fours and -a six

which represented the turning
point of the game.

The Antiguan swung the ball

high towards the mid-wicket
boundary where Ponting took a
brilliant catch, only to topple back
over the advertising boards with

the ball still in his bands. In that

single moment. West Indies knew
their luck had turned.

Pouring's innings offered a
glimpse of what lies in store for

Australia's opponents when the

Waugh years come to an end.

Slightly-built and nimble on his

feet, he scores his runs rapidly

and plays with the assurance of a
senior pro.

His only escape came on 45
when a mix-up with Steve Waugh
over a quick single would have
proved fatal had Richardson's
underarm throw from less than

four meters hit the stumps.

Not many batsmen in recent

times have taken on the West
Indian pace attack without a heir

met, let alone a 21 -year-old who
made his test debut just months
ago, yet the Tasmanian at timefc

treated Ian Bishop as if he were a

club bowler back in bis native

Launceston. I

A startled Bishop was hit for £
towering six over extra coveE,

Ponting having already driven th$

same bowler gloriously back
down the pitch to register the

sweetest of his five boundaries of

the day. *

His 100 arrived when he
clipped Ambrose behind square

for three, although be was
promptly run out next ball as

Australia did its best to match its

five run-outs against India a week
ago.

„
• • Printing's third wicket stand, of 4

1

HO in-. 18 overs witb ^SteVe

Waugh, who survived a stumping
chance on 25 en route to 57 in 65
balls, nevertheless guaranteed

Australia a handy total which
looked unlikely dining a fired-up

Ambrose’s opening spell of fivp

overs for one run. •

Australia was still rooted on 26

for one after 14 overs, before

POnting and Marie Waugh began

to make any headway. The latter

was stomped offRoger Harper fcfr

30, but Ire still has a tournament

average of 120. ,

Australia

hLWsugh st Browns b Harper J36

HLTeybrcBtowmb Walsh a
RPorthn run out 10?

S.WwtfibW8fch St
MBevan run out £
Sim not out 12
LHmlyninaut $
RfleHW not out 4

Extras (fo-3, *6, nb-1) 18
Total (for six wickets 50 overs) 223
FsB of wickets: 1-22 2-84 3-194 4-200 5-206 &-2J4
Did not tot S-Warns. DPtemna, G.McGrath. .

Bonfire Ambrose 10-4-254 (1w). Walsh 9-2-356,

Bishop 9-0-52-0 (4w, Inb), Harper 10046-1,
Arthwton 90-530, Adams 3-0-150 (1w).

“

West taffies l

S.Campto8 c Healy b Renting 1

Cilrowne rai out 10
BXara c McGrath b M.Wbugh 60
FLFHchartison nol out .93

S-Chanderpaul b M.Waugh 16
FLHaperljwb Reffiel 22
KAthurton few b M.Waugh $
JAtoms not out 17
Extras (lb-12, nb-2, w-5) IS
Total (for six wickets 485 overs) 232
Fall of Hfctets: 1-1 257 3-113 4-145 5-194 6-JSj
DM not bat LBisfwp, CAmbroaa, C.Waah.
BowSng: Raffel 100-45-1 (2nb, 1w). Renting 7*
1-44-1 (IwL McGrath BO-480 (1w), Wama 10-t-

300 (in M.Waugh 10-1-38-3 (in Sevan 2-0-1j-

Man of the match: Richie Richardson. r

Heautt: West Indies won by four wickets. *

Carey posts 2nd straight
shutout; Gretzky knocked out

j

LANDOVER (Reuter) - Jim
Carey stopped 27 shots Sunday
for his second consecutive shutout
and NHL-leading sixth whitewash
of the season as the Washington
Capitals downed the Philadelphia
Flyers 3-0.

'

Steve Konowalchuk and Kevin
Kaminski scored 1:42 apart in the
second period.

Carey, who stopped 28 shots in

a 2-0 shutout of Boston on
Saturday, turned aside 16 shots in

the pivotal second period.

“The team played well...to

come out and give an effort like

that, it’s a credit to them. They
had that one good period, the sec-

ond, but we weathered the storm,"

said Carey, whose six shutouts is a

franchise record.

The Capitals, who are 3-0-1 fol-

lowing a three-game losing streak,

moved three points ahead of the
sixth-place Montreal Canadiens in

the Eastern Conference-

Blues 4, Oilers 3
Brett Hull and Igor Kravchuk

scored 20 seconds apart midway

through the third period.'helping
SL Louis rally for a road victory..

The final score was overshad?
owed by an injury to superstar
center Wayne Gretzky, who was
playing just his second game with
Sl Louis since coming over from
the Los Angeles Kings.

'

With 13:30 left in the second
period, Gretzky was elbowed ia

the right cheek by former team-
mate Kelly Buchberger and fell to
the ice. He was unconscious for

more than a minute before being
helped off the ice. Gretzky was
diagnosed with a severe headache
and was taken to a local hosphaL

Gretzky returned on the team's
flight back to St Louis and was
listed as day-to-day as far as Ms
availability is concerned.

’

The all-time NHL scoring
leader is in good spirits.

Sunday’s results:

Winnipeg 7, NY islanders 5
Washington 37 Philadelphia 0
Vancouver 3, Buffalo 0
St Louis 4, Edmonton 3 I

Calgary 5, San Jose l

Tampa Bay 2, Anaheim 2 (OT)
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PURIM

Helen Kaye

MUNICIPAL celebrations, street fairs
and other traditional Purim events
have almost all been canceled because
of the bus bombing on Sunday. Check
with your local municipality for
details.

SI-PURIM at the Suzanne Dellal
Center in Tel Aviv offers plays. Hnnr»
and puppet theater for kids and their
families. Included are Shmariyahu
from the Children and Youth Theater.
Dance ofMany Colors from the resin
of Liat Dror and Nir Ben-Gal, The
Magic Carousel by Eric Smith’s
Puppets, and Gertrude's Object Show
by Yael Inbar and RevitaJ Arieli.
Today and tomorrow 10:30 a.m. to
8:30 p.m. Outside events have been
canceled.

The Cameri Theater happening has
been canceled except for play perfor-
mances. Yiddish Purim at the Tel Aviv
Cinematheque with a reading of the
play KarpilewsJd in Manhattan, by
Israeli Kobi Weitzner, followed by die
1936 film, YidlMim Fiddle. At 5 pjn.

CLASSICAL MUSIC^
Michael Ajzenstadt

Purim just won’t be the same this year, but some activi-

ties will go on as scheduled.

JUST in time for Purim, the Israel Chamber
Orchestra is presenting a fun program featuring
Menotti's short comic opera The Telephone,

Yaron Godried 's Games and Ibert’s Divertimento

;

George Pehlvanian is on the podium, and the
soloists ore soprano Robin Weisel-Capsouto as

Lacy who simply loves talking on the phone, and
baritone Michael Rippon as her beloved who pro-

poses to her over die phone. At 8:30 pjn. tomor-
row and Thursday at Jaffa’s Noga Theater.

Music director Asher Fisch leads the Israel

Symphony Orchestra Risbon Lezion in Brahms’s
Second Symphony and Oedoen Partos’s Images,
and French pianist Cyprien Katsaris performs
Liszt’s Second Piano Concerto. At 8:30 p.m.

tomorrow and Thursday at the Tel Aviv
Performing Aits Center. At 7 each evening,

music lovers can enjoy a free chamber-music
soiree in which Hsch and members of the orches-

tra perform Brahms's Piano Quintet and works by
Partos, at the side stage of the TAPC

DANCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

THE Bat-Dor Dance Company performs Ivan

Feller-Ducach’s athletic, evocative Enigma at

8:30 tonight at its own theater in Tel Aviv.

Also on the program are Ania Bred’s Head of
the Shoe and Mauricio Wainrot’s Tam-Bu-La
danced to a score by Justinian Tamusuza and
Hamza el Din performed, on tape, by the Kronos
Quartet.

TELEVISION

Ruth Kern

REMEMBER the term “juvenile delinquent’’?

The symptoms of this once-dread condition were
shapeless black-leather jackets, ceased hair (for

girls) and a cigarette tucked behind one ear (for

boys). It all seems so mild today, but the scare

term once stood for everything your parents fer-

vently hoped you wouldn't become.
It all comes back in American Supermarket, a

wacky series that pieces together short clips of
vintage public-service and educational films cen-

tered on a single theme.

Last week’s subject was teen life and it only

served to reconfirm that the past really is a for-

eign country.

Catch the next look back at the way we thought

we were on American Supermarket, at 10:45 p.m.

on the Discovery Channel.

fff^i
‘7

- ACROSS

6 Subdued publicity about
vile tale spread (10)

8 An author showing grit (4)

9 New accessories for

men—unusual items (9)

11 An employerhas to make
sure (4)

12 Cage for a large bird (3)

13 A plant to move with some
urgency before spring (9)

16. Depressed area of
Northern Ireland (4)

17 Rascally Hugo tangled
with 22 (7)

18 Jobs always to be found in

road transport (7)

20 It's quiet by the river,

. which is hard to
understand (4)

21 Changed and made up (9)

23 A - Greek character’s
hip-replacement (3)

24 Wise men display a certain

amount ofimagination (4)

25 Continue to attack a
music-maker (9)

29 Notes the price is very
cheap (4)

30 Oriental coppers at one In
speakingofapolitician(10)

DOWN
1 Tart at finding admirer
without money (4)

2 Such fuel makes a few
colour up (4)

3 The page badly needed
medical treatment (4)

4 The town is set an odd
problem (7)

5 Criminal element given
hell (10)

7 See plaids maybe get put
out (9)

8 To question the head
shows good sense (9)

10 Bearing with the
out-of-date view (3)

IS A craftsman creating no
mess—not a surprise (10)

14 Fitting up egghead and
making ajoke ofit (9)

15 Reports of Continental
writers©)

19 A mother—worker in firm
(7)

22 The man in charge gets
irritable©)

26 Against an Italian ver-
mouth being served up (4)

27 Manyabodyofsoldierswill
be brave (4)

28 Niggardly approach (4)

SOLUTIONS

umaaaaa aasaanncjaaaHQon
000011 HamoasnaaasnaBaam
;aaaBSSQfla sqes

la a a n n a a
naaBQaaaaDaaasanasHE

aaaaaflBHBHffla
ia 0 a 0 q Hi

anas HaaaaanaBaaeaafflaao
aoafuaaaaa ugjdqq

0 O 00 I1 Q
3030000 0000000
Tisterday’s Quick Solution

ACROSS; 1 S«in«, 4 Amour, 10

Cleer, SO Tetenne, 31 Otter, 33
Anna.
DOWN:3 EDbew^3 NoatriL.Sltotet.
8 Unkempt, 7 Berth, 8 Eyrie, 9

Gnuh, 14 Seek, M Dept,

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
7 Courtdown (6)

8TSny(6)

10 Holywar (7)

11 Split (5)

12 Notion (4)

13 Trap (5)

17 Forbidden (5)

18Mature (4)

22 Spotless (5)

23 Agree (7)

24 High-priority (6)

25 Spoil (6)

DOWN
1 Corsican capital

(7)

2 Put on (7)

3 Slacken (5)

4 Throw away (7)

5 Governor (5)

6 Irish poet (5)

9 Strengthen (9)

14 Caution (7)

15 Generous (7)

16 Give bade (7)

19 Scrub (5)

20 Intermingle (5)

21 Fbe (5)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

fe30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

(MX) The Snow Queen 8:50 Autoto

9:25 Young chBdren’s programs 930
Sesame Street lOrtX) Purtmshpitz

Studio - five hours of five entertain-

ment 15:00 Current affairs

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Zap to Adloyada - five 15:54
Cinderella Frozen In Time - an ice
spectacular based on the classic
fairy tale. The extravaganza stars
Olympic gold medalist Dorothy
HamHI as Cinderella and champion
skater Andrew Naylor as Pnnce
Charming 16:45 Zap to Adtoyada
16:59 A New Evening 17:34 Zap to
Adloyada 18:15 News in Engfish
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Apropo 19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Merav
MichaeH 2ROO Mabat News 2Xk50
Live Lotto draw 2fk55 Sitton - IsraeG
drama series 21:30 Referendum
with Men! Pe’er 22:35 Roughnecks
23:30 News 00:00 Verse of me Day

CHANNEL 2

10:00 Dr. Seuss- cartoon 10:30 The
Wonderful World of Walt Disney
11 :30 Alice in Wonderland - animat-
ed Walt Disney film based on the
Lewis Carroll classic 13:00 Wonder
of wonders — drama 14riM> Open
Cards - young people's talk show
15:00 FestJgaJ 1995 - part 1 16.-00

The Bold and the Beautiful 17:00
News magazine with Rafi Reshef
17:30 A Matter of Time 18:00
Festfgai 1995 -part 2 HfcOO Logos

-

Shiomo Bar and Habreira Hativtt

19:30 Comedy Store 20:00 News
20:30 Ramat Aviv Grmmel - soap
opera 21:15 Fact - special broad-
cast 22:00 Gov Night - comedy
23:05 The X-Files - suspense series

00:00 News 00:05 Night Encounters
- interview show with Kobi Medan
00:40 Nurses 01:05 Poem of the
Day

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

14:00 Captain Planet - cartoon 14:30

Jonny Quest - cartoon 14:50 Iris the

Happy Professor - cartoon 15:40
Scientific Eye - documentary 16:10
Okavango- drama 17:00 French pro-

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at
NIS28JI8 par tine, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
MSS20.B5 per fine, Indutfing VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours Of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English, defy
Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23, 26,

28. For into, call 882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah installa-

tions. Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM OF ART. Micha Bar-

Am - The Last War, Photographs. Tlranit

BarzOay, 1995. Eight in November -

Gfiksbero, Gross. Raismaa Sbetesnyak,
Almog, Berest Gat David. Peter Brandes
-Isaac: Paintings, Prints, Ceramic
Sculpture. Prize-Winning Art Yaacov
Dorahta - Blocked Well. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART.
A Passion far the New: New Art fa Tel Aviv
Collections. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6
pjn. Tue. 10 a.m.-iO p.m. Fri. 10 ajn.-2
p.m. SaL 10-3 p.m. Meyerhoff Art
Etfacation Center, Tel. 6919155-8.
W1ZO. To visit our projects caB Tel Aviv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa
388817.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Jaffa Gate, 283895

;

Balsam,
Salah ft-Dln, 272315; Shuatat Shuafal
Road. 810108: Dar AJdawa, Herod’s Gale,
282058.
TM Aviv. Haktrya, 19 Ibn-Gvlrol, 620-

4650; Ki^et Hoftm Clafit 7-9 Amsterdam.
523-2383. TB1 3 a.m. Wednesday; Ben-
Yehuda. 142 Ben-Yehuda. 522-3535. TO
midnight: Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 841-3730.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Haragil, 47
Rothschfld. Kfar Sava, 767-0908.
Natanya: Gave, 14 Sha’ar Hagai,
822695.
Krayot area: Harman. 4 Simtat ModTin,

Kiryat MotzJrin, 870-7770/3.
Haifa: Kiryat &re2er. 6 Mayerhofl Sq.,

851-1707.
Herzllya: Cial Pharm, Beit Merkazlm, 6
Maskit (cnr. Sderot Hagafim), Herzllya

Pftuah. 558472. 558407. Open 9 am to

midnight
Upper Nazareth: Ctel Pharm, Lev Ha'ir

Mall. 57048a Open 9 am. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur HoKm (internal, obstet-

rics); Shears Zadek (surgery, ENT);
Hadassah Bn Kerem (orthopedtaa, petfi-

atrics, ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv. Tel Aviv Medical Center (peefi-

atrics), Ichitov fintemal, surgery).

Netanya: Lartado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(English) in most parts of the country In

addition: „
AaMod* 551333
AshkMon 551332
Beersheba* 274767
Belt Shamesh 523133
Den Rental* 5793333
EBaT 332444
HbBh* 8512233
Jerusalem' 523133
Kanrtor 9065444

War Sava* 902222
Nehenya* 912333
NennvB* 604444
PwiiW 9311111

Rehowr 451333
«shon* 9642333
Sated 920333
Tel Avar* 546Q111
Tberiaa* 782444

* Mobile intensive Cam Unit (MJCU) aervfce In

he area, aroint tie dock.

Medical help for tourists (in English}

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205. for emer-

gency cans 24 hours a day. for information

in case of poisoning.
Eran - Emotional First Aid. Jerusalem
610303. Tel Aviv 5461111 (childron/youth

6961113). Haifa 8672222/3, Beersheba
281 128. Netanya 625110, Karmlel

9388410, Kfar Sava 7674555, Hadera
346789.
Wtzo hotlines for battered women 02-

6514111, 03-5461133 (also fa Russian),

07-376310. 08-550506 (also In Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

5234819. 5449191 (men), Jerusalem
255558. Haifa 8660111, Eilat 31977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676.

1950 News hoatfines 1935

2025 Hawaii Fnre-O 21:10 Many
drama 223XJ News in Engfish aas
Three Sovereigns tor Sarah

MIDDLE EAST TV

14:00 700 Club 14:55 Qucksand
(1950) - a garage mechanic borrows
S20 for a date, but the loan puBs him
Ho a quagmire of crime. Starring

Mickey Rooney and James Cagney
16:30 Dennis the Menace 16:55
Mask 1730 Fables of the Green
Forest 17:45 Another Ufa 18:10
Earth 2 19:10 Magnum P.I. 20*0
World News Tonight (Arabic) 2&30
CNN Headline News 21:00
America's Funniest Home Videos
21:30 Star Trek: The next generation
22w20 Father Dowling 23:10 700
Club 24:00 SpedaJ Program

CABLE
FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest 9:00 One Life to
Live 9:45 The Vourw and the
Restless 1030 Second Time Around
1035 Not Far From Home 11:25
Celeste 12:10 Neighbors 12:35
Perry Mason 1330 Starting at 13Q
14:15 The A Team 15:00 Falcon
Crest 15:50 Secrets of the North
16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Paperdolls
16:00 One Life to Live 18:45 The
Young and the Restless 1930 Local
broadcast 20:00 Celeste 20:50
Beverly HiHs 90210 21:40 Shattered
Silence (1992) - drama based on a
true story about a mother who sus-
pects her former husband of molest-
ing their daughter. Starring Bonnie
Bedefia 23:10 Sapphire - Israeli

drama series 2320 Mad About You
23:50 Sisters 00:35 Counter
Offensive 1:25 Knots Landing

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

1030 Boris Baisers de Hong Kong
(1975, French) (rpt) 12:05 Stand-up
comedy 1&05 Our Hospitality (1923)
- classic Buster Keaton comedy
(rot) 14:20 Special program on Demi
Moore’s latest film 16:10 Experience
Preferred But Not Essential (1983)
(rpt) 17:25 Grande Vadrouille (1966,
French) - WWII comedy starring

Louis DTtnnes, BourviBe and Terry
Thomas as a British soiefiens para-

chuting down into occupied France.

(118 mins.) 19:30 Mr. Nanny (1993)
- Hulk Hogan and Sherman
Hemsiey star in this comedy about
an out-of-work wrestler hired to

babysit two spofied brats (83 mins.)

21:00 Major League II (1994) - Tom
Berenger and Charlie Sheen team
up again in this sequel to the base-
ball comedy (100 mins.) 22:45
Armed Response (1986) - drama
about a family that gets mixed up in

an underground war in LA.’s
Chinatown. With David Carradine
and Lee Van C4eef (82 mins.) 00:10
Escape From Terror: The Teresa
Stamper Story (rpt) 1:40 Prom Night

(1980, Canadian) - Jamie Lee Curtis

stars in the first of a series of horror

tarns about a masked character that

takes revenge on high school stu-

dents (88 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Secret of the

Magic Garden 830 Surprise Garden
9:05 Popercomia 9:30 Creepy
Crawlers 10:10 Power Rangers 10:40
Hangin’ With Mr. Cooper 11:00 Live

Purim Special 11:15 Little House on
the Prairie 11:40 Xuxu 12:15 Beverty

Hffls 90210 13:00 Saved By The Beil

1330 Hugo 1430 Surprise Garden
14:35 Popercomia 15:00 Creepy
Crawlers 15:40 Power Rangers 16:10
Hangin' With Mr. Cooper 16:45 Little

House on the Prairie 17:10 Xuxu
17:45 Beverly Hills 90210 18:30
Saved By The Bell 1%00 Interactive

TV game show 19:30 Three’s

Comfimy 20^N> Married with Chikken

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUESovan Chances 5 *
Modem Times* Safety Last 7 * The
GenereWThe Gold Rush 930 GLGL GO.
Jerusalem Mall (MalhaJ * 788448 Casino
Tt a.fti., 3:15. 7. 8:30 Dead Man
Walking 7:15, 10:15 •Sudden
Deattrevkuoslty* Fair Game 11 ajn.,

130. 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 Clueless 11 tm,
t:30. 430 PagemasterWMan at the
House 11 a.m.. 1:30, 4:45 •Show Girls
9:45 JERUSALEM THEATER A Man
of No Importance 7 it Georgia 9:30
RAV CHBi 1-7«r 792799 CreeBt Cant
Reservations^ 794477 Rav-Macher
Bulking, 19 Ha'oman St. Talpiot Scarier
Letter 7:15. 9:45 Ace Venture 11 am.3
Seven 7:15. 9:45 * The Crossing
Guard#B1ue m the FaceWThe Usud
SuspectsteDangarous Minds 5, 730 *
Money Train tr Waiting to Exhale 9:45
Nixon 7:30, 9:45 * Father of the Bride H
11 ajn.,1, 3, 5. 7:15

TEL AVIV
* DCENGOFF Show Girts 11 tun.. 2,

5, 7:45. 10 Man of No Importance 11

a-m. 3. 7:45 Lisbon Story 1. 5. 10
DRIVE IN Sudden Death 10 * Sex FSm
midnight GAN HA’IR * 5279215
Priscilla 230. 5, 7:30. 9:45 GAT Nixon
2:30, 6, 930 GORDON Eat Drink, Han,
Woman 5:15, 730 10 HAKOLNOA
Carrington 2. 5, 730, 10 * Home for the
Holidays 2. 5. 730, 10 * Clueless 2. 5.

7:30. 10 LEV 1-4 ® 5288288 WWte
Haifa Burden 1215. 2:15. 5. 8. 10 *
Georgia 12, 2. 7:45 * FarineOi 12, 730,
9:45 * Denise Calls Up 7:45, 10, G.G.
PE’ER Heat 4:15, 7:15, 9:45 *
Underground 6:30, 9:30 * American
President 5. 730, 10 * Passover Fever
5, 7:30. 10 Dead Man Walking 430, 730.
10:15 RAV-CHENt* 52822B8 Dtzengoff

Center Ace Ventura 11 a.m., 1,3,5,730,
9:45 Money Train 5, 7:30. 9:45 * Seven
4:45. 7:15, 9:45 * The Usual Suspects
11:30 a-m.. 2:30, 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
Dangerous MlndsBFather of the Bride II

11:30 a-m., 2:30, 5. 730. 9:45 * Scarlet

Latter 4:45, 7:1 5, 9:45 Oesperedo 5. 7:30

RAV-OR 1-5 « 5102674 Opera House
SmokeMU PostinoGUnstrung
Heroes*

B

lue In the Face 5, 730. 9:45 *
Jefferson in Paris 4:45. 7:15. 9:45

VMMftw to Exhale 5. 7:15. 9:45 G.G.
TAYELET 1*8* 5177952 2Yona Hanari

Sl Sometofag to Talk AboufHaurrted
SoufMGolden Eye 7:15, 10 &a TEL
AVIV « 5281181 65 Pfa^cer St Sudden
DeathMFairGame 5. 730, 10 TELAVIV
MUSEUM * 6961297 27 Shaul

Hamelekh Boulevard Chungking
5, 8, 10

wiaiACAFE AMAMI * 325755 The
Bridges of Madison County 9:15 *
Smoke 7:15. 9:15 * Haunted Soul 7
ATZMON 1-5 * 673003 Fair

Game#Vlrtuosfty#Sudden Death 4:30,

7. 9:15* Show Girts ME*.Hast

8:15. 9:15 CINEMA CAFE MORIAHI
*

242477 Senza Prfle 730. 930 CINE-
MATHEQUE The Rower of My Secret

930 ORLY waiting to Exhale 7. 8:15

PANORAMA 1-3 » 382020 American
PraskfenMHome for the Hobdays 430.
7,9:30 * Deed Man WfalWng 4:15. 7. 930
RAV-GAT 1-2 • 674311 1 The Cm&Ina
GuardteScarlet Letter 4:30. 7. 9:1 5 RAV-
MOR 1-7 v 8416899/8 Seven 430. 7,

9:15 * The Usual Suspects 9:15*
Dangerous tends 4;45, 7, 9:15 * The
Crossing Guard 4:45, 7. 9:15 * Money
-Rain 4:45, 7. 9:15 Father of the Bride

n 4:45. 7, 9:15 Nbton 5:30. 9 RAV-OR

2025 St8
Wndy21:

2050 Moricand

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Bnrtli Sporchi E Caltivi (1976,

Italian) - blade comedy about an
impoverished Italian family living In

the slums who are willing to destroy
one another over tiny sum of money
(109 mins.) 23:55 S.O.B. (1981) - a
Stake Edwards satire on the movie
industry about a producer with

wacky ideas on how to make his film

a hft With Jufe Andrews, William
Holden. Robert Preston, Loretta
Swit, Larry Hagman, Shelley
Winters, Rosanna Arquette, Robert
Loggia and Corbin Bemsen (116
mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University; History 12:00
Travel Magazine 1230 Floyd on Italy

1330 The People Next Door 1430
Open University 16:00 Travel
Magazine 16:30 Floyd on Italy 17:00
The People Next Door 18:00 Open
University 20:00 American Super-
market 2030 Archeology 21:00
Paratfise Saved 22:00 An Combat
22^*5 American Super-market 23:15
Archeology 23:45 Open University
(rpt of morning’s programs)

rrv 3 (33)

1730 Cartoons 1730 Facing Love
1830 From Day to Day - chat show
19:00 News in Arabic 19:30
International magazine on the arts
20:00 Mabat News 20:45
Outstanding Creations 2130 Blah
Blah - joint radio and TV chat show
20:00 Showcase 22:30 Cinema
magazine 00:00 Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

1530 Hey Dad 1630 Circus Around
the World 17:00 At the Bottom of the
Sea with Detohi 1730 Time Out 18:00
The General (1927) - One of Buster
Keaton’s best silent features. Set
against the true Civil War story of a
stolen train, it is not as fandful as
Keaton’s other features. (74 mins.)
19:30 Beginnings 20:00 A New
Evening (with Russian subtitles)

20:30 Jazz 21.00 Female Perspective
- hosted by OrfYanhr 2130 Behind
the Scenes 2230 American Cinema
2230 Spirited Talks

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00
NBC News with Tom Brokaw 730
ITN World News 8:00 Today:
International Magazine 10:00 Super
Shop 1130 European Money Wheel
15:30 The Squawk Box 17:00 US
Money Wheel 1830 FT Business
Tonight 19:00 ITN News 19:30
Adventures 20:30 The Selina Scott
Show 21:30 Profiles 2230 Europa
2000 22:30 ITN News 23:00 Sports
Magazine 23:30 Horse Raring 00:00
The Tonight Show with Jay Leno
1:00 Late Night with Conan O’Brien

STAR PLUS

630 Beverly HiDbilUes 630 Yan Can
Cook730 Entertainment Tonight 7:30
Gabriefle 830 Santa Barbara 9:30
The Bold and foe Beautiful 10:00
Oprah Winfrey 1130 Remington
Steele 1230 Yan Can Cook 1230 E!

TV 1330 Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles 1330 Small Wonder 1430
Black Stallion 14:30 Batman 15:00
Home andAway 1530 Entertainment

Tonight 1630 M'A*S*H 16:30 The
Flying Doctors 17:30 The
Extraordinary 1830 The Bold and foe

Beautiful 19:00 Santa Barbara 20:00

Hard Copy 2030 Baywatch 21:30
Andros Targets 2230 Entertainment

Tonight 2330 Oprah Winfrey 0030
Hard Copy 0030 Home and Away
130 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in motion 7:30 Basic

CINEMA
1-3 » 246553 Dangerous Minds 4:45, 7.

9:15 * Seven 4:30. 7. 9:15 * The Usual

Suspects 9:15 * Father ol the Bride II

4:45l7
AFULA
RAV CHEN
The Crossing Guard 7, 9:30 * Money
Train * II Postino 7. 9:30
ARAD
STAR *950904 Seven 7. 930 * Show
CBrts 7, 930 * Virtuosity 7:15, 930
ashd6d

, „ ^
G.G. GIL Money TrairteSudden
DesthMVirtuosIty 5. 7:30, 10 * S£ven
430. 7:15. 10 * Fair Game 5, 730 *
American President 10 G.G. ORt T-3«
711223 Scarlet Latter 4:30. £15,
lOWDangarous tends 5. 7:30, 10
Show Glrte 430. 7:15. 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL Heat 4:1 5. 7. 9:30 #Falr tteme

5. 730, 10 * Show Girts 430, 7:15^10
RAV 6HEN » 711223 H PoshnoOTte
Crossing Gu-en»D#ngerou5 Minds 5,

7:30. 9:45 * SevenriShow Girts 9:45 *
Father of the Bride 11 5, 730
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN w 5531077 Money
TrainBFather of the Bride M 5. 7:30. 9:45

* Show GirlsMSevert 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 *
Dangerous tends 5. 7:15, 9:45 * Heat

6309:15
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Casino 4. 7 '10 * YhtupMteS.
730.* Show Girls 4^0, 7, 9:45 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 * 235278 Money
TTabreDangerous Minds 5. 7:30. 9:45 *
The Usual suspects 9:45 * Seven 4:^
7:15, 9:45 * Father of the Bride If 5. 7:30

DlMONA _ ,HECHAL HATARBAUT FairGame 8
EILAT
KOLNOA EILATShow Girts 7:30. 10*
Money Train 730, 10 * Sevan 730, 10

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Dangerous MlndsMWhite
Man’s Burden 5:15. 7:15. 9:45 * Show
GMa 7:15. 9:45 * Derrise Calls Up 5 *
Money Tlaln 5. 7:15. 9:15
HEKZLIYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2
o BQiWffffW U PostinoaThe Usual

BN^SSTa, 8. 10 STAR. M9068
Virtuosity 9:45 * Heat 8:45.

7

30. 9:45 *
ShowG& 9:45 *Amen^
730 * 7:30, 9:45 DAWEL HOTEL
Home for the HoOdays 7:30, 9:45

CWBMA
L
1-3 ® 88722 Sudden

DeathMfoney TralnGAmencan

President 7, 9^0
KFAR SAVA

„
G.G. GIL Heat 4:15.7.*30*
430. 730, 10:15 * Suddeni

Death 5,

730. 10 * Show Girls

American President to *
Game 5. 7:30

tendsMHome for the Holidays 5, 730,

10

KIRYAT B1AUK a
G.G. KIRYON ISZJJnShxS
Girls*Fair Game^uddml
7, 930 * Home for the H«™y» «-«

7.930 *An
* American Pr^dentwVIrti^L^
7. 930 * Santa CtauM 4:^ *A Gowy

Movie 4:45 * Jade 7. 9:30 * Heat 7. Sis

KIRYATSHEMONA 7
G.G, GIL Dangerous Minds *307,
9:30 * Virtuosity 430, 7. 930 * Show

Girls 430, 7. 930

STAR Sudden Death 7:15. W£*
Desperado 7:15. 9:45 * The Usual

Training 15:00 College Basketball

16:00 Bodes in motion 16:30 Hi Five

18:30 English Soccer Newcastle vs
Manchester 20:00 Israel Soccer
League 20:45 College Basketball:

Connecticut vs Seton Hall 22:00
Olympic Soccer from South America

00:00 College Basketball

EUROSPORT

9:30 Auto Racing 11:00 Speed
World 13:00 EurogoaJs 14:00

Motorsports Magazine 15:00

Mountain Bike Racing 16:00
European Snooker League 17:00
Cross-Country Skiing: Formula
Radng from Finland 18K)0
Eurogoals 19:00 Body Building
20*00 Middle Weight Boxing 21:00
Tractor Pulling 22:00 Boxing five

from London 23:50 Eurosport
Magazine 00:00 Soccer 2:00
Snooker

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Cricket World Cup Live:
Holland vs South Africa 14.-00 Golf

15:00 Cricket 16:00 Futbol Mundial
1630 Golf 17:00 Cricket - World
Cup Moments 18:00 Cricket 19:00
Table Tennis 22:30 Cricket 23:30
Internationa] Sport Magazine 00:30
Golf 02:00 Futbol Mundial 2:30
Professional Boxing 3:30 Cricket
5:30 Cricket World Cup Live: India
vs Zimbabwe

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:00 BBC
Newsday 6:05 Panorama 10:15
Panorama 11:30 Tomorrow’s World
12:00 BBC Newsdesk 14:15 The
Money Programme 15:15 World
Business Report 15:30 Asia &
Pacific News 16:25 The Andrew Ned
Show 17:15 Panorama 18:30 rood
and Drink 19:15 World Business
Report 19:30 Time Out Rim ’96

22:05 Panorama 23:30 The Clothes
Show 00:00 BBC World News and
Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:00
World News 630 Inside Politics 830
Moneyfine 9:30 World Report 1030
The Today Show 11:30 CNN
Newsroom 12:30 World Report
1330 Business Day 14:00 Business
Asia 1430 World Sport 15:00 Asia
News 15:30 Business Asia 16:00
Larry King Live 17:30 World Sport
1830 Business Asia 21:00 World
Business Today 21:30 World News
2230 Larry King Uva 00:00 World
Business Today 00:30 World Sport

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 17th-
century Spanish. French and Italian

dances; Boccherini: Guitar quintet

no 4 in D "Fandango" (Romero/St
Martin chamber ens); Haydn;
Symphony no 94 "Suipnsef Mozart
Concertone K190; Beethoven:
Septet in £ Rat op 20 (members of

Vienna Octet); Shostakovich: Jazz
suite no 2; Walton: Facade 12:00
Light Classical - classical works in a
distorting minor, for Purim 13:00
Flutist Jean-Pierre Rampal. Stamrtz:

Flute concerto in G; Remecke: Flute

concerto in D 14:06 Encore 15:00
From foe Recording Studio - Gabriel

Wolle, double bass, and friends.

Rossini: Duet in D for cello and dou-
ble bass; Schubert; Quintet in A
Trout"; Bolling: Jazz suite 16:00 My
Concert - masks and costumes for

Purim, with Yoef Bloch 18:00 New
CDs — Telemann: Suite for 2 violins;

Haydn: Songs; Saint-Saens: Trio no
2 in E minor op 92; Kodaly: Overture
for theater, Hary Janos suite 20:05
From the World’s Concert Halls -
Parley of Instruments/Roy Good-
man. Thomas Ame: Ahasuerus
22:00 A Musical Journey for Purim

Suspect 7:15, 9:45 * The Invisible Kid 5
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Fair Game •Virt-

uositytaSudden Death 4:45, 7, 9:30 *
Show GlrfereSeven 430, 7. 9:45

NESS 30NA
G.G. GIL 1-4 « 404729 Heat 4:15. 7 ,

930* Sudden Death 5, 7:30, 10 * Show
Girts 430. 7:15. 10 * Virtuosity 4:30,

7:30. 10:15
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 Heat 4:15, 7 .

9:30 * Virtuosity 4:30, 730. 10:15 *
American President 10 * Fair Game 5,

7:30 * Show OMa 4SJ0. TM,JW*
Sudden Death 5, 7:30, 10 RAV CHEN
The Crossing Guard 5, 730, 9:45 *
Seven 9:45 * Money TtainMDangerous
Minds 5, 7:30, 9:45 * If Postino 5, 7:30

OR AWVA
RAV CHEN Fair GameMMoney
Train*American President 7, 930
OR YEHUDA _ „
G.G. GIL YirtuosttytaSmoke 5. 7:30, 10

* Show Girts 4:30, 7:15, 10 * Sevan

4:45. 7:15. 10 .

gS^ECHAL Heat 4:15 7. 9:30 *

sara.Siwau«s
9340818 American

PtasIdenlMDangerous MlndstaSudden

g ’
10

RARX Money Train 7:15. 1W5>****
7, 9:30 * Blue In the Face 8:30 * Seven

7:45. 10:15 * Virtuosity 8 * Slww Gute

10:15 * Desperado 5, 10:15 * Cluetass

S * Father ot tfw Bride H 5 *DangareiM
tends 5 * An Indian In the Cupboard 5

* Virtuosity 8
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197!21 The

Crossing Guard 5, 7:30, 9.45 it

Dangarws Minds 5. 7:30. 9:45 * The

Usual Subsets 9:45 * Fatter fop

Bride 11 5. 7:30 * Seven 4:45, 7.15,

RAV-OASIS 1-3 B 6730587 Heat

SSo*SSey Train 5, 7:30. 9:4S

*

Show Girls 4:45, 7:15, 9:45

CHEN'S n 3628« Hert 7. 930 *
Dangerous Minds 730 * Seven1

1

1

0 *
The aMges of Ma^sont^unty ^15 *
Show Girts 9:45 * Smoke 7.15. 9:45

rishon lezion ^ „
GALl-S * 9619689 Show Gfate 4:30.

10 * Sudden
O^^VlrtuoshyBAmartMnPi^^rrt
5T30 10 * Sawn S. 7:30. 10 HAZA-
HAV Ffatr Game 430, 730. 10:15 *
Danateous tends 5.7:30, 10 * Heat

RAV CHEN * 9670503

The Crossing Road 5. 7:30,9:45 * The

Usual Suspects 9:45 * Money Troto

5.7:30, 9:45 * Seven 7:15. 9:45 * The
1 total Su^acts 9:45 * Father of the

Bride B 5 * Dangerous Minds 5, 7:30

STAR 1*4 * 9619985-7 27 Ushinsky SL
Money Train 7:30, 10 Dead Man
Walking 7:30. 10 * Home for the

Holidays 7330, 10 * Lovesick on Nana
Street 7:30, 10

YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonbn The Crossing
Guard 5. 730, 6:45 * Dangerous tends
5. 730. 9-45 * The Usual Suspects 9:45

* Money Train 5,7:30, 9:45 * Father Of

the Bride II 5, 730

Phone reservations: Td Avhr 5252244
Phene reservations: Haifa 728878
AD times are pjn. unless otherwise
indicated.

r*i



Amir: I was
obeying
Halacha

The Jerusalem Post Tuesday, March 5, 1996

WEATHER

News aqencies

|

Y1GAL Amir, testifying from the
' witness stand for die first time

;
yesterday, told Tel Aviv District

i
Court that Halacha dictated he
assassinate Yitzhak Rabin.

;
Amir said Rabin’s peace poli-

cies endangered Israelis and had
to be halted.

"It was clear from Halacha that
’ dm rodef applied to the prime
minister," Amir said, referring to a

command to kill anyone who
intends to cause the death of Jews.

“I know Jewish law and din

mdef means that if you’ve tried

everything else and nothing
works, then you have to kill him,"
Amir told the court
Amir also said that at least one

rabbi had told him that Rabin

:

deserved to die. Police have ques-
i tioned several rabbis about
' whether they issued such a ruling,

but none bas been charged.

He said he had decided to target

;
Rabin after Israel signed the 1993
Oslo accord with the PLO.

‘ Amir's lawyers put their client
‘ on the stand in what appeared to

be a diminished capacity defense.

[They have said their client’s

'Obsession with removing Rabin
from power diminished his ability

to reason, when he shot and lulled

the prime minister at a peace rally.

' They also said a psychiatric
- examination ordered by the court

showed that Amir, who Faces a life

sentence if convicted of premedi-
tated murder, has mental problems.

“I think it was clear from his

testimony that when be decides to

do something, he goes ail the way
and nothing prevents him from
carrying it out. This type of per-

.
son has a certain mental instabili-

ty,” said Shrauel Fleishman, one
of Amir’s three lawyers, after the

hearing.

Jordanian father of ‘Rabin’

allegedly mistreated
, AMMAN (AP) - Farmhand Rajai

j
Abdul-Kadar says he is being mis-

i treated because he named his
i new-born son after Yitzhak Rabin,

j
He told the al-Mashreq weekly

’ that his boss sacked him from his

job because he refused to change
the child’s name.
Abdul-Kader, 40, said an offi-

cial at the birth registration office

refused to list Yitzhak Rabin in

government records, claiming
that the name was “against the

law.”

Abdul-Kader, who lives in the

.
southwestern city of Madaba, said

his neighbors and relatives were
also harassing him because of the

name, which he chose out of
admiration for Rabin.

He said he and his wife have

become increasingly concerned
for the life of their child, bom
early last month, after receiving

letters warning them to “change
the name of my son or flee ray

house."

But, he said, ‘Tm happy with

the name. I’m determined not to

change it and I’m ready to bear

the consequences of my deci-

sion.’’

Ufefrom the Dead Sea

Renata df Mann Treatment (tosmeties blendan^
ingredients wflh modem, advanced research creathg a luxurious

product fine for today’s woman. Minerals, salts and mud from the

Dead Sea, along wilh natural plarrf extracts are precisely formulated

and chemically tested to the highest krtemafenalstandaidstncrt

tested on animals).A Htfle every day wiB impart afresh feeling, and

supple reafentskia AH Renatecfi Marcfi products are made inlsrael.

Now, The Jerusalem Post fe offering its readers two unique gift packs.

Superb gift ideas for special women, and that could be you!

Facial Gift Peck: Hand & Body Gift Pack:

Luxury Toner 30 mi. Luxury Body Lotion 30 ml.

Luxury Moisturising Cream 15 mL Luxury Hand Cream 30 ml.

Luxury Cleanser 30 ml. Aloe Vera Gel 15 ml.

Suggested Retail Price: NIS 59.00

JP Price: NIS 48.00 ea.

JP Special for both: NIS 85.00, and you gel a free Mineral MaskTester

(Please add postage costs, as indicated In coupon.)

Renata di Hard! Cosmetics - You'll Feel the Difference

To: The Jerusalem Post, ROB 81, Jerusalem 91000,To: The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem a

Tei. 02-241282

Please send me the indicated Renata di Mardi Cosmetic gift

sampler
Facial Pack NIS 48.00 (plus NIS 3 postage)

a Hand and Body Pack NIS 48.00 (plus NIS 3 postage)

Both Packs NIS 85.00 (plus NIS 5.00 postage)

Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post

Credit card ciders accepted by phone.
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The court said on Sunday that

state psychiatrists who examined
Amir concluded he was fit to

stand trial, but their report is being

kept classified.

Amir said that assassinating

Rabin was a challenge similar to

quitting smoking or overcoming a

dislike of computers.

“One of the lessons of Judaism

is to allow the intellect to over-

come the emotions,” he said in a

calm, assured tone. “If the Torah

tells you to do something against

your emotions, then it should be

done. For example, stopping
smoking may be difficult, but it

can be done.”
Testifying earlier, police inter-

rogator Arye Silberman said that

when he first questioned Amir, the

defendant would argue that bis

case was similar to that of bat-

tered wives who eventually lash

out against their husbands.

“He felt that his deed was not so

terrible, and that be would be con-

victed of manslaughter,"

Silberman said.

But Amir indicated he had
always been in control.

“1 want to emphasize that I was
waiting for the right moment," he

said,- “A decision such as this, to

take down a leader, can change

the future of a nation."

He said his greatest fear was

failure. “If I failed 2 would end up
in jail for 20 years and waste my
life ... The years will tell whether

I was right or wrong."
As Amir confessed over and

over again to killing Rabin, occa-

sionally interrupting Fleishman,

Judge Edmond Levy caustically

remarked: “This is a wonderful

cross-examination.”

The trial is to resume on
Thursday.

Yigal Amir in the Tel Aviv District Court yesterday.

MDA: Ethiopians fooled for 6medical reasons 9

MAGEN David Adom’s decision not to inform

Ethiopian immigrant blood donors that their

contributions were to be destroyed was taken

“for pure medical reasons and had nothing to

do with ethnic considerations," said Dr. Eilat

Shinar, the professional director of MDA’s
blood bank.

Shinhar was one of the witnesses to appear at

the Navon Committee hearings, which held its

second public session at the Bible Lands
Museum in Jerusalem on Sunday. Shinar’s

boss. Dr. Amnon Ben-David. was the MDA
official who approved the decision taken by his

predecessor several years ago not to “embar-
rass" Ethiopians by sending them away with-

out donating. Shinar noted that the prevalence

of HIV and other diseases in this group is

much higher than in the general public.

The demonstration bv thousands of

JUDY SIEGAL

Ethiopian immigrants in Jerusalem several

weeks ago, which was sometimes violent and
demanded Ben-David 's dismissal, harmed not

only the immigrant community but also

MDA's reputation, Shinar added, because
“donors started accused MDA of being racist

and we had trouble collecting blood.”

Yisrael Yitzhak, a practical nurse at the

Rabin Medical Center-Beilinson Campus and a

former Ethiopian immigrant, warned that there

was an inadequate number of public health

workers to explain HIV transmission to the

community and to the public at large.

Prof. Eran Dolev of the Israel Medical
Association said the only legitimate reason for

"lying" to a patient was to save a life. He

reminded MDA that there are also other groups
in the country who are at high risk for infec-

tious viral disorders other than AIDS. He
called for including these communities in

MDA’s decision-making process so they
would not have to be lied to. IDF Chief
Medical Officer Dr. Yehoshua Shemer and
Health Ministry chief epidemiologist Dr. Paul
Slater spoke to die committee behind closed

doors.

The committee, which will next meet on
Monday morning, is chaired by the fifth presi-

dent of Israel. Yitzhak Navon, and includes

two former Ethiopian immigrants — social

worker Natmar Hillel and Ethiopian

Immigrant Association chairman Adiso
Massala. Other members are Prof. Eliezer

Rachmiievich, Yehezkel Zakai. Dr. Eliahu

Winograd and Haim Nagan.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Nine convicted for election fraud
Nine individuals and bodies affiliated with the Likud were

convicted yesterday of false registration of business documents,

preparation of and maintaining false financial records, and fraud

prior to the 1988 Knesset elections and the local authority

elections in 1989.

The nine - Mordechai Yahel, Menahem Atzmon, Yona Peled.

Gad Kuraran, Moshe Klich. BMY Shahar Communications. Hilar

Advertising, “Victory for the Likud in the 1988 Elections," and
“The Likud Fund in Elections for the Local Authority in 1989" -
were convicted in Tel Aviv District Court for hying to get around

rules forbidding receiving campaign contributions from
organizations here and abroad, totaling some NTS 900,000. Itim

No TV for politicians 21
days before elections

EVELYN GORDON

Former Netanya major charged with bribery
Yoel Alroi. 66, a former mayor of Netanya, was released on NIS
150,000 bail yesterday by Tel Aviv Magistrate’s Court. He is

suspected of bribing various non-profit organizations to have their

members vote for him in 1993.

According to the charges, Alroi paid NIS 1,638,186 to Kiryal

Sanz and hundreds of thousands of shekels to other groups. Alroi,

a lawyer, denied the charges. him

Flights to Jordan to start April 1
Regular flights between Israel and Jordan will begin on April 1,

Transport Minister Yisrael Kessar announced yesterday. The
aviation agreement between the two countries allows El A1 and
Royal Jordanian up to five flights weekly. In the first stage, the

ministry said, each airline will be allowed to cany up to 450
passengers. Tickets will cost $70 in each direction, and round-trip

tickets for those staying at least three days will cost $120.
Jerusalem Post Staff

THE electronic media will be
unable to show politicians’ faces

for 21 days before the elections,

instead of 30 days, according to a
compromise approved by the

Knesset Law Committee yester-

day.
'

The compromise bill also states

that the ban will be eliminated

totally for elections to the I5th

Knesset.

The ban has been a bone of con-
tention between coalition and
opposition, with the coalition

insisting that the ban is an
anachronism now that Israel TV is

no longer a monopoly, and the

opposition insisting that the media
is biased against iu and that elim-

inating the ban is a self-serving

trick to help the coalition win the

next elections.

“At election time, all the news is

propaganda." said Avner Sbaki
(NRP).
Tzahi Hanegbi (Likud) there-

fore proposed the 21 -day compro-
mise, noting that this will estab-

lish the trend of eliminating the

ban without imposing too great a

hardship on the opposition in the

upcoming elections.

Haggai Merom (Labor), who

sponsored the bill, charged that

this proposal made a mockery of
his bill, and insisted that the ban
be reduced to 14 days this elec-

tions. However, committee chair-

man Dedi Zucker (Meretzj threw
his weight behind Hanegbi’s idea.

“(The compromise] is appropri-

ate to the circumstances and
appropriate to the principle as

well," Zucker said, noting that

Hanegbi "s proposal would reduce

the period ofthe ban by one-third.

“The circumstances are also

important, because there is a prin-

ciple of not making changes (in

election laws] on the eve of the

elections... [The original bill] is a
violation of that principle which
injures a part of the house."

Merom, seeing that he was out-

numbered, absented himself from
the vote, and the committee then

approved the compromise unani-

mously.

The committee also decided that

if there is a second round in elec-

tions for the prime minister, each
candidate will be given 60 min-
utes of TV air time on both
Channel i and Channel 2, and 90
minutes of radio time, to use for

election advertisements.
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Winningcards

In yesterday's Mifal Hapayis daily -

Chance card draw, the lucky, cards 1

were the queen of spades, queen
of hearts, seven ofdiamonds, and
ace of clubs. Z

Court:

Ombudsman
should deal with
collaborators’

complaints

EVELYN GORDON

THE government will- consider

appointing up an ombudsman to

deal with complaints from collab-

orators who feel they have been

unfairly treated, at the High Court

ofJustice’s suggestion.

The decision was in response to"

a petition, by 15 former collabora-

tors, who 'asked that the state let

all collaborators know exactly

what financial and other benefits

to which they are entitled. The
petitioners explained that not

knowing the rules creates an

unpleasant feeling among most of
the collaborators that others are

getting more than they are.

The state claimed that revealing

this information would endanger

state security, and Justices Gavriel

Bach, Misbael Cheshin and
Yitzhak Zamir accepted this argu-

ment.

However, they suggested that

the government consider appoint-’

ing an external, independent;

ombudsman who would have;

access to all the relevant informal
tioo, and to whom collaborators;

could apply if they thought they-

were being discriminated against:

The state therefore promised to;

consider this idea and make a*

decision “in the near future."

HALLELUYA COLLECTION • GOLDEN HITS FROM ISRAEL
Quality recordings of the most popular Israeli songs, performed by some of the best Israeli entertainers and musical groups.

With English and phonetic lyrics. Available on CD or Bookassette.
JP Price: NIS 45.00 ea. for CD, incl. VAT, p & p. NIS 29.00 ea. for Bookassette, ind.VAT, p & p

JP SPECIAL : Buy 5 items for NIS 42.00 per CD or NfS 27.00 per Bookassette and get FREE door-to-door delivery (where available)

1. AM ISRAEL HAJ-
25 songs including

Halteluya, Horn, I was
Bom for Peace, and
more, performed by
Yehorem Gaon, llanit,

Yigal Bashan, Milk &
Honey Ensemble, and

Z MY ISRAEL
CELEBRATES • 27
songs, including Hava
Nagiia, Adon
Olam, Shoshana,
Hatikva and others.

3. JERUSALEM THE
ETERNAL CITY - 32
songs, including To
You Jerusalem, By the
Rivers of Babylon,
Jerusalem of Gold, etc.

4. CHASSIDIC
HIGHLIGHTS - a
treasury of traditional

songs, with Ylgai

Bashan, ftefm Duo,
Itel Hitman, Shlomo
Artzf, and more.

5. SHABBAT
SHALOM -28 songs
and prayers set to
music, including

Shabbat Hie Queen,
Tunes, Shabbat Song,
AWoman of Valor, etc.

7. ALLTOGETHER
NOW -20 Israeli Sing-
AJongs, including

Get Up and Walk the
Land, Evening is

Faflino, | Haven't

8. SEA OF GALILEE
-22 songs praising

the beauty ofthe
Kin Herat - Sing to Me
Kinneret, And
Perhaps, Gafflee

'

Night, MyHome
Facing me Golan,
etc. With GaD Atari,

HananYovel, and
others.

9. HOME, HOME ON
THEKIBBUTZ -20
songs about the
kibbutz and its special
way of life, about the
land and work, and
hopes and legends
that ware bom around
the campfire.
With Gevatron,
Neonela, David Zakai
and others.
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